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6 the majority of voters, within
the limitations imposed by the twoparty system and despite a number
of setbacks and defeats, gave a clear
indication of their desire for peace,

87,65

administered a serious rebufl to the
ultra-Right, and provided a new im-

petus

incitement. It is a vote against those
demanding a "tougher" polrry and

outright invasion of Cuba. The defeat of Nixon and the incumbent
Congressmen in C,alifornia who

against iim-

openly faunted their association
with the Birch Society, represents a
serious setbaclc tqall (hose who would
make anti-Communism the yardstiik of patriorism, loyalty, and devotion to country, and who would
take our country on the road to ruin
through fascist barbarisrn and nu-

riuclear world war over Cuba. The
promise of peace on Sunday, November 4r was the dominant event
whiih brought the Kennedy Administration votes on Tuesday, Novem-

ber 6. That vote was

clear war.

expressed

The overwhelming defeat of the
anti-Communist Francis amendment to the California state constitution is a popular verdict against
the McCarran Act thesis. This is an
important victory for all supporters

rrrainly in the repudiation of the
ultra-Right "invade Cuba" candi-
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to the struggle

the shattering defeat
of Richard Nixon in California, are
defeats for all those most closely associated with ou,tright opposition to
peaceful co-existence and with war

unp(ecedented ten days, when every
American felt the danger of thermo'

&

1945,
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crow, and for greater social and economic security.
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of the Bill of Rights and
liberty.

The election
supporters

of

Political

of suci

outsPoken
medicare as Senator

Ribicoff in Connecticut and Con'
gressmen Pepper in Florida and
Fulton in Tennessee among many
others, the defeat of some of the
sharpest opponents of this and other
r".iA hi^ttntion, opens the waY for
, r.n.wid and successful drive for
the enactment of such legislation by
the 88th Congress.
T ere was a substantial iflcrease

in the nu,rnber of Negro candidates

cess

in

reversing the off-year trend

when the party in ofEce loses
in the House and Senate, a trcnd
last reversed by Franklin D. Roose'
velt in the elections of 1934. The
slight shift within the Democratic
Paity towards those more responsive
to the people's needs and desires as
we[ aJ the shift within the GOP,
where the more moderate elements
fared better than the Nixons and
Capeharts, can be considered a mendate by the voters for a more forceful initiative by the Administration
for the economic and social progr4m!
seats

demanded by the PeoPle, and against

running in hoth major Parties, although the total number is still very
small. The election of a Negro as
state senator in Georgfa, the winning
of a number of state offices in Massa-

Republican obstructionism. Excuses
by^Administration spokesmen that
they held back in Pressing on many

chusetts, Connecticut, and Michigan,
the increase to five of the number of
Negro C.ongressmen and the increase

which Presient Kennedy was elected,

in the number

elected

to the

state

legislatures, are important gains but

only symbolic of things to come, as
the- enfranchisement movement of
the Negro people in the South gains
ground. All these victories are a reiult of the initiative, unity, and
strusgle by the Negro PeoPle themselvii they came also through the
support of increasing numbers of
wfiile citizens. They oPen the waY
to a final assault on the entire sYstem o{ fim Crow and against the
ideas of tokenisrn and gradualism'
z. These voter expressions explain
the KennedJ Administration's suc-

issues, including civil rights, because of the narrow margin bY

no longer exists,

although thuy

always lacked validitY. Now labor,
the Negro people, and all other
supporters of Progressive measures must by their unity and action
demonstrate to the Adminisuation

that they insist that the

President

and Congress carry out the
manda,te.

PeoPle's

3. Given the lack of anY serious
alternative outside the two-p'arty
svstem except for some isolated
.'ar.r, th. voiers showed great independence and discrimination as to
candidates. In many states the vot'
ers elected statewide the U.S. Sen.
ator from one Party and the Gov'
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of another. This was true in
such big industrial states as Pennsylvania and Ohio, while in Michi-

eroor

gan also they elected a RePublican
golcrnor and ddeated' the RePub
lican reactionary Bendey for Congressman-atJarge.

dmong the incumbent Governors
in the 35 states where state execu-

tives were to be elected, twelve went
to defeat, among them six
Democrats and six Republicans. The
Democratic gubernatorial losses were
in the dready mentioned big indus-

dor+'n

of a personal appeal independent of
the GOP as a whole. This resulted
in Michigan in Romney winning out
as Governor, while the rest of the
GOP tic.ket went down to defeat
The working class, the trade-union
movernent, and various political ac-

tion arrns of labor

unquestionably

played a maior role in dete+rnining
the positive outcome of the elections
in the defeat of the ultra-Right and
other reactionary candidates as well

as in the shift within the parties
towards those rnore responsive to
people's needs.
the
MichiPennsylvania,
of
sates
Eial
It is necessarn however, to ,exgan, and Ohiq as well as in Okla'
horna and Colorado. In Colorado the amine the degree to whi& dependlihral Dem'ocratic Senator Carroll ence on the big city Dernocratic
also was defeated by a Goldwater Party machines, rumy of which are
Republican. The Republican losses associated by the voters with corincluded almost all of the New Eng- ruption, aBd failure o give maxiland states traditicnally Republican, murn effort towards the develoP
including Vermont, where no Demo- meht of the independent electoral
cratic Governor had ever before machinery of labor and its allies,, in
some states contribUted to the eleo
been elected.
tion of GOP candidates. In Illinois,
factors,as
both
local
Undoubtedly
the relatively poor showing bY thP
are
considerations
national
as
wcll
behind the upsets in the guberna- Democratic Party in Chicago and
torial elections. In all cases there was Cook County saved the reactionary
dissatisfaction with unemployment, Senator Dirksen from the fate of his
taxatio& social services, and in some colleagues Capehart and Wiley. The
contrast between C.alifornia, where
qures corruPtion. In these elections
the entire labor rnovement was
all
is
the
comrnon
to
the one thing
united and won against Nixon, and
the
electorate,
by
the
of
"ins"
ousting
be theie "ins" Democras or RePub- the unfortunate division and paslicans. Partly this also is to be ex- sivity of the labor movement in New ,l
olained because some of the GOP York, demonstrates the need of over- i
landidates adopted a moderate Po- coming such weaknesses. Any seri'
sition, and tried to win on the basis ous approach to labor's role in the i
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1954 eleaions calls

for

imrrnediate

altion on this front. This cannot be
left in the hands of the hierarchy of
the maior parties or to the labor
leadership eiclusively. The rank and
file must intervene.
4. Of special importance are the
results of the elections in the South.

The election of the first Negro since
rgul to the State Senate in Georgia,
Leroy /ohnson, is of outstanding sig'
nificince. Also important is the fact
that he was elected on the Democratic ticf<et after winning the Demo-

cratic primary. There should and
cor-rld have been many more such vic'
torics throughout the country. Also
sisnificent iJ the election of the mod.rlrc W.ltt er for the Congressional
seat in Georgia, after defeating the
arch segregationist Congressman
Davis in the primaries. There are
other cases. In all these elections
where more mpderate elements de'
feated arch segregationists and reac"
tionaries, the Negro voters were the
balance of power. The Negro voters generally are giving their support-to the more moderate and Progressive elements in the Democratic
Farty in both primaries and final
elections and in increasing numbers
are putting forward their own candidates and seeking suPport among
the more moderate and Progressive
white masses. The struggle, movements, and lessons of Little Rock,
Arkansas, AlbanY, Georgia, and of
Mississippi are creating new political

ferment and organization in the
South. This election reflects only a
beginning of that growing uPsurge.
The GOP in the South increased
its Cbngressional delegation, elected
a Governor in Oklahornta for the first
time in the history of that statc, ran
a very close race against the incumbent Senator Lister Hill in Alabama,
and received some 45 Per cent of
the vote for its gubernatorial candidate in Texas. The GOP made gains
in other states in the South. In contrast to previous Years where the
GOP was ab,le to garner a huge vote

President but not for state and
local candidates, the GOP is now
emerging- as a major clrallenge to the
hitheito one-party system in the
Sounth. The full meaning of this

for

trend for both the South and the
nation needs to be studied and assessed. One thing is already clear.
Except for some isolated local cases
where GOP candidates reP'resent
some alternative to the Dixiecrats, the
GOP in the South rePresents an al-

liance of the big monopolists and the

Dixiecrats syrnbolized in Congreso
in the reactionary coalition of the
Dixiecrats and the Goldwater Republicans. In this election the GOF
was the beneficiary and consciously
sought after this racist support from
thoie who wished to exPre$s their
opposition to President KennedYt

r.ndi.rg of troops to MississiPPi.
In contrast the alliance of labo'r,
the Negro people, the Mexican-
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Arncricans and other progressive on the other hand the great mass of
and libcral forces in Texas, indicate the voters are not as yet ready to
the possible new political realign- go outside the two old parties and
ment in the entire South. Labor can tend to find expression for their
and must play a more decisive role views and aims in the primaries within this movement. The Dixiecrat in each of the old parties and in the
rebellion in Mississippi places the elections between the candidates ofousting of Dixiecrats from the fered by the two old parties. ObviDemocratic Party and from the ously a large number of voters in
seniority seats of power as a first Massachusetts who supported the
task of the Democratic caucus of Hughes peace program cast their
vot; for one of the other Senatorial
the 88th Congress.
candidates.
develoPment
positive
highly
5. A
For the Communists, as well as for
in-the 196z elections was the growth
in the eumber of peace candidates the other forces of the Left, and for
running in both rnaior Parties as the conscious peace and progressive
well as independents. Some on forces, this poses a challenge. First,
maior party tickets were elected and to unite and concert their efforts and
others rolled up sub'stantial votes. In thus multiply their infuence maniother cases, such as Prof. H. Stuart fold. Secondly, to promotg helP deHughes in the Massachusetts Sen- velop and strengthen the independatorial election, peace advocates ran ence and unity in political action of
as independent candidates. They, labor, the Negro PcoPle, the farmers,
and Hughes in the first place, ex- professionals, and other PoPular
erted very great influence on the ior..r. And, finallY, to examine in
each case realistically the possibility
elections which cannot be measured
only by their vote-in the case of the of independent candidates, not as the
Hughes candidacy some fifty thou- orrlv and overall policy in elections,
but'"s an integral Pait of and for
sand.
The two-fold lesson of the peace the purpose of lnfuencing the selecand independent candidates is this. tion^of iandidates and platforms, the
On the one hand such candidates determination of the results of eleccan play a Yery important role in tions with the tens of millions
the instrumentality wligh
bringing forward the issues, of Pre; through
"the
millions, are using. Only
renting-* challenge to the two old thev.
'tins
can the Left and Pro
way
in
partiei and an alternative to the
-more
continue to play a refoices
Eressive
proand
politically conscious
in
determining affairs
role
iponsible
espeshown
was
as
eressivi voters,
Ii"[y in the Hughes campaign. But today und.t the conditions of the
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At the same time of the major tasks in the interest of
rhey can stimulate, promote, and all our people is to win mass supwhln conditions become ripe, be a port for a campaign to remove repart of and play an infuential role strictions directed against the ballot
in the inevitable political realignment rights of. all minority parties, and
in which labor, the Negro PeoPle, especially the restrictions directed
the Comrn'unist Party.
the peace forces, and all other anti- against
-It is already
evident that there are
monopoly forces will unite to give
or another both suc'
degree
to
one
po''
battle to Big Business and the
in the role
weaknesses
."s.r
*nd
them.
by
litical parties controlled
s
in the elecby
Communis
played
confully
6. The elecdon'results
fum the coirrectness of the elec' tion campaign. It is necessary in
toral poli.y of the Communist discussing the election results and
Party. The election policy of the its lessons to give adequate attenCommunist Party as it developed tion to a thorough examination of
historically c€nters on three obiec- this question of the PartY's role in
tives: to participate in the electoral the elections. It is necessary to overstruggle with the rnillions in helP come passivity and unclarity as to
ing to shape events and determine the Party's election policy growing
the election outcome and the legis- out of lack of full understanding of

Ihe tlay ffnad for American lahor

two-Party system,

lative battles after the elections, notwithstanding the odds under which
the people operate today with the
twG.party system. Second to develop in the course of the elections
the greatest possible unity and independence of labor and its allies, both
for the purpose of being able to exert
influence on immediate events as
well as prepare the ground for Po-

litical rialignment of labor and its
allies against the monopolists and
their controlled parties. Third, to
bring forward the C.ommunist Party
and-its p,rogram, both its immedi'
ate obiectives and its socialist goals,

and where possible its candidates,
build its press and irs organization
in the course of the elections. One

this policy, to assure that our Party'q
poHCy is correctly understood and
applied, not one-sidedly but in all
thiee of its aspects; to take steps to
strengthen legislative work and all'
year-iound political aaivity of which
elections are only a phase, although

a most impo,rtant one.
The discussion of the results of the
rq6z elections must have as one of

ifs maior immediate obiectives to
sr"trni.. the realization of the peo'
"ple's

legislative demands in the B8th
nt.ltt. The movement for legiv
lativl action and the success that
can be achieved in Congress will lay
the basis for greater and more sub'
stantial victories in the 19164 Presi-

^Cot

dential elections.

By the Communist Party, USA
Readers are invited to send their comments and suggcstions and
criticisms on this Labor Policy Statement to the Editor.

THE FIGHT FOR
AuenrceN

workers of their jobs. Additional
millions are reduced to part-time

JOBS

woRKERs face

a threat to

jobs.

'their most fundamental right-the

Clearly, the most fundamental is-

right to a job. Millions of iobs have
already disappeared. More than

sue confronting American labor to'

day

rr5oorooo workers in manufacturing
have been displaced in the last six

is job

security. The fiercest

struggles have been waged

to

pro-

tect jobs, whether from the eflects
of automation, company mergers,
years.
The plague of disappearing jobs plant modernization, attack on work
strikes all, the most skilled as well as rules, or runaway shops.
The struggle for iob securitY is
the unskilled, the high Paid and the
railroad
fiercest because it holds the bigengineers,
the
Flight
paid.
low
workers, railroad telegraphers, steel, gest stakes for both major contestautq dock, chemical workers, ele- ints-the monopolist owners of invator operators-the list grows daily. dustry and the workers-as well as
Hardest hit are those to whom se- for national welfare. The American
curing and holding a iob comes the monopolist, pressed by growing comhardeit-Negro, Puerto Rican, Mex- oetition from abroad, wants to comican-American, minoritY group p.te bett.t and obtain bigger profits
workers. Today's youth, as a gen- at the expense of American workers
eration, find the doors to a Place in and their iobs.
The growing struggles for the
the production line of the nation
to- work and live led to the
at
than
risht
them
to
more tightly closed
decision of the AFL-CIO
hiitoric
great
depression
the
time
since
any
of the rg3os. Automation, moderniz+ Executive Council on August 13,
tion of equipment, corporatioJr merg- $62 to launch a national camPaign
with no rcducers, speedup, increased big business for a 35-hour
-weeklyweek
in
plants
tion
Pry. This camP-aign
investmentJ in manufacturing
first maior defcnsc
the
present
jobs.
can
devoured
abroad-all have
to work since the
right
of
labor's
to
II,
according
War
World
Since

-ihe

r93o's.

incomplete government figures, fou-r
s.r.c.siire economic recessions, with
a fifth impending, have everY three
years deprived fiom 4 to 6 million

winning of a 35-hour week
would mean cleating new iobs for
millions, perhaps for as many as one-

n
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The looming trade-union strugthird of those at present on unemployment rolls. Even more signifi- gles, including the great crusade for
iant, such a struggle and victorY ihe 35-hour week, will aid the Amerwould infuse labor with a new spirit, ican workers in acquiring the facts
a new vitality, new vision. It would of life. But this consciousness will
inspire workers everywhere, esPe- not spring spo'ntaneously from life.
ciailv in the basic industries like To histen this necessary understand'
auto, hardest hit bY auto- inE of basic class relations is above
,t..1
"rrd
mation, rnore effectively to resist the all" the responsibility of the more
steady erosion of their iobr^ To. the advanced workers, of Communists
battlicry of the monoPolists: "The- in the first place.
It is espeiially necessary to clarify
sacredness ol profit righxi' it would
fundimental role of the workthe
right
"The
banner:
Labot's
unfu:rl
ins class and its trade unions, beto a iob."
Such a movernent for human caise doubt and confusion have been
rights will inevitably clash with the spread on this basic question. Such
natural
monopolists who dominate our econ- doubts exist among the most
working
the
of
allY
powerful
and
fiercest
government'
The
omv and
.rooositioniill come from the indus- class,-the Negro people's movement,
tivtilitarv combine and its fascist, as well as among the Youth. Doubt
uftra-Riehi spokesmen. In addition, and confusion has seePed into the
Presiderit Kennedy earlier served ranks of some progressive workers
generally supnotice that the demand for a 35-hour and of those who have
of
the workers'
ported
struggles
the
oPPosition
the
with
week will meet
the ranks
afiected
They have even
of his Administration.
of our PartY.
THE ROI.E OF THE
This doubt as to the decisive role
WORKING CLASS AND
of the American working dass in
THB TRADE UMONS
Dromoting the progressive developIn order, therefore, to make vic- ment of our countrY has been fed bY
torv possible in suctr a momentous false theories and one'sided negative
of
,,r,1gg1., in order to unleash their esdmates of obvious weaknesses
todaY.
movement
union
trade
the
full-iower, to arouse and mobilize
Some bourgeois economists have
the support of the PeoPle, American
the filse theorY that the
spread
more
a
acquire
to
workers need
in the comPosition of the
Jh*g.t
destructhe
of
understanding
basic
tive role of the monoPolists, and *ork'it g class, the decrease in the
greater consciousness of the de- number" of indusuial workers and
Iiriu., ptogtessive role of their own the increase in the numher of service
and white collar workers, fore'
class, tf,e working class. In a word,
shadows the decline and even the disand
themselves
know
to
they need
appearance of the working class.
their enemY better.

THE WAY AHEAD FOR AMERICAN
Their confusion arises frone the lack

of a basic understanding of classes,
which are hased not on a blue collar or a white collar, or on differences in
to producrion. The change in composition is taking place within dte
ranks of the working class. Facts

income, b,ut on the relations

it

is not the working class
which is declining. The decline has
taken place among those characterized as middle class, many of whom,
show that

while retaining professional, or service functions, have been pushed in
recent years into the ranks of the
working class. They aie working for
wages or salary where once they were

self-employed. The vast maiority of
the nation's engineers are a good example of this.

This shift in the composition of

the working class calls for more vig'
orous and more imaginative eflorts
to organize these growing white col-

lar

sections

many

of the labor

movement,

of whom, like the

teachers,

have displayed outstanding mili'
tancy. It does not warrant any
moods of pessimism.
Doubts on the decisive role of the
American working class have been
fed by the fact thag desPirc imPortant advances, many ffade unions
are still too passive, and in some in.

stances backward, with regard to
such crucial issues as Peace, civil
righps, civil liberties and independent political action. But there is
also a lack of appreciation of the
fact that even such backwardness is
often accompanied by stifl resistance
to the cold-war economic policies of

the

LABOR

monopolists

9

and by militant

struggles in defense of living standards and working copditions.

It is, therefore, necessary to restate
our basic Marxist concepts on t}re
basis of American experience and in
the light of the tremendous advances
rnade by the working class through-

out the world. The working class is

the leading, the most progressive
in modern society. The history

class

of our time is the story of the great
numerical, political, organizational
and ideological growth of the workirg class. From groups without
unity of purpose or oudook, it has
been transformed into a force which
now determines the direction of nations and of society. In one-third of
the world, the working class has
led a billion people out of the morass
of wars, poverty, insecurity and bigotry. It is now leading thcse hundreds of millions in the building of
a higher socialist and communist so-

ciety. This is confirmation in life
of the universality of the Marxist
concept: the utorfting class is the
tno'st decisiae force

lor

progress in

society.

Together with its allies, the peasant masses in particular, the working class of oppressed nations has
sparked the suuggle for independence frona the slavery of imperialism.

Throughout the world, the working
class and its allies are the backbone

of the struggle for peace, democracy,
economic security and for a tme
brotherhood of man. The uniry of interests, similarity in oudook and
common goals of all workers arc
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based

on a similarity in their

rela-

tionship to capitalist society. To one
degree or another they are the "have
not'n cl"ss

The

in all

capitalist countries.

specific stage

of the

class

struggle in each country depends on
the ipecific situation in each countlY.
In the socialist countries, a funda-

mentally new stage has

achieved. There, the working

been

class

is the leader in the construction of
a new societv-socialism and communism. Where nations have been,
or are, under foreign imPerialist
domination, the working class leads
in the struggle for complete national
indeoendence. In dominant capitalist counuies, the struggle takes place
on various levels against the ruth'
1.rs policv of state monoPolY caPitalism *h.t. a handful of monoPolists are no longer satisfied with indirect control ofgovernments, but in'
creasingly place their own top representa;ive; in the highest Posts of
everv vital agency of government'
It'is the American workers, led
bv their trade unions, who are chiefy
rlsoonsible for the successive rise in
their wage standards. It was attained
not by tle good graces of monoPolists, but lirgelY bY the militant
strussles of tLe American workers,
o"rtTJul"tlv in the basic industries'
ihe foundation for the attainment
of thc American standard of living
was laid in the earlY struggles of
the worhing class, led by their trade
unions. Th-ese early struggles, while
rtrilitant and fierce, were separate and
spasmodic. TheY were hindered bY
d^ivitions betwein skilled and un-

skilled, Negro and white, native
born and foreign born, old and
young, organized and unorganized.

But Jach itruggle left its mark and
added to the storehouse of class
understanding. These early struggles set the stage for the important
qualitative change in the r93os. The
eIO was the expression of this new
stage of organization and militancy.
The rise of powerful Progressive,
Left, and Communist infuence was
also part of this new level of class
consciousness.

The organization of the giant in'
dustries during the '3ot, aciomplished at tht cost of P-rotracted
itruggles to overcome the bitter resistance of big business, the historic
battles of the unemPloYed during
the Great Depression which won the
welfare and social security provisions
that cushion the shocks o{ successive
recessions-these were some of the
Bunker Hills and ValleY Forges in
the uphill struggles of the American

working class igainst the ravages of
capitaliim. Th.y are among: the
griat contributions of our rvorking
Ilass and the trade unions to the nation. No blanket of silence, no deluge of anti-communist hysteria can
coiceal the leading role PlaYed bY
Communists, Left-thinking workers
and progressives in the figh-t-Io: a
hieher American standard of living.
i{ot should the earlY struggle
against fascism and Hiderism, especi"ally the heroic participation of young

Amirican workers as volunteers in
the Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the
battle for democracY in SPain, be
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Now a new stagg has arrived. A
forgotten. This foreshadowed the
trcmendous role played by the work- new s€t of conditions has arisen.
ing 'dttt and the trade unions of With thenr, new problcms have preoui country during World War II sented themselves that demand new
as the staunchest bulwark of the na- answers. The understanding of this
tion in its struggle for survival new situation and the development
of a program and tactics to meet it
against the fascist Axis powers.
-It should also be remembcred that is the central task of our class at
one of the most progressive chapters this historic moment. It is the main
in our country's historY, the Ncw task for all progressive trade rrnionDeal, rested largely on labor's prod' ists. It is the key responsibility of
ding and support to Franklin Delano our Party.
If our Party is to fulfill its special
Roosevelt's administrations. It was
with regard to thc
responsibilities
in that period, too, that the concePt
of labor-Negro unity sank deep roots.
It is necessary to understand the
efiects of the repressive cold-war
vears uDon the trade unions. These

iu.r. y."t. in which big business

new problems and tasks facing our
working class, we must reaffirm and'
re-establish

our basic working

class

concepts. The foundation of our
Communist Party rests on the con'

of thc leading role of the work'
ing class and its historic mission to
abolish exploitation. That is whY,
above all else, we are a workingThe
fought.
labor
cessions where
club was in the foun of the Mc' class party, "the party of the Poor
Carthyite drive against progressives, and the oppressed." That is whY we
militants and Communists in the place the- greatest emphasis on th9
uade unions. It was in the form of problems of the working class and
the Taft-Hardey Act, the McCarran on its decisive role in our country.
Act, the l,andrum-Griffin Act, and That is why it is so vital to cornbat
every tendency to underestimate the
the "right-to-work" laws.
The uade unions Paid a big Price leading role oi our American workfor the support a large part of their ing class. That is whY this J"."droficials grue to the cold war and for mintal Marxist concept*the decisive
or silence in the face role of the working class in our so'
their support
-McCarthYite
drive against ciery-must be thoroughly re-estab'
of the
of
Communists and rnilitants in the [sh;d. That is why, regardless

used both the carrot and the club
asainst labor. The carrot was in the
f5rm of some "package deal" con-

unions.

The crusading sPirit of the '3os
wffi a casualty of the cold war and
McCarthyism. f,he sPark of militancy that is the heart of the unions
was dimmed.

cept

difficulties and obstacles, the task of
helping to build and strengtheq the
trrd. iniot s is a central task of our
Party and of each PartY member.
fhai is why in every arca of ac-

tivity, the problems and the strug-

organize and strike;
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In this way a firm alliance of the trade unions to take a fresh look at

investments

trade unions and Negro people's organizations can be created.

POLITIqAL AFFAIRS
gles of the trade unions must receive
maior consideration.

NEW PROBLEMSNEW TASKS

This new

What are some of the new conditions and problems that Comrnunists
and all progressive trade unionists
should recognizel
During these past years what has

been very good and profitable for
the big monopolies has definitely not
been good

oeoole.

A

for the nation and our
period of cold-war eco-

stagnation and decline for the
U.S.A. has set in. In this setting,
powerful monopoly interests are increasingly turning for solutions in
pro-wai and pro-fascist directions
and are giving supPort to the ultraBig business has no intention
Right.
"permitting
any stagnation or -deof
clini in theii bulging profits. They
are out to make uP any setbacks or
difficulties by increasing their "takehome profit" at the exPense of the

iro*i.

workeis and common

PeoPle

throuEh mergers' automation' mod-

.rnirr"tion, spieduP, and laYoffs.
The monopolists have also tigttened their profit squeeze in other
ways, such as:

o Increasing the work load and
-higher-PaYing
eliminating
iob
classifications;

r

o Transferring their plants and
to foreign countries.

ImPosing monoPolY-controlled
high piices, and ever higher taxes
on the peoPle;
. Pressure to cut welfare and social security funds;
o Chipping away at the right to

big$usiness

labor has resulted

war

The existing legislative programs
of individual unions and of the AFL-

Foarth: A national labor

on

in a period of

meager gains or no gains at all, and
even setbacks, for our workers during the last several years.
These new conditions constitute a

major new problem for labor. Poli'
cies and tactics that resulted in victories in the past will not by themselves fill the bill today.

crusade
to organize the South; an aggressive
drive to organize workers elsewhere,

workers

-Negroes,

Puerto

Ricans and Mexican-Americans.
Fifth: More energetic steps toward independent political action inside and outside the two major par-

To break out of the monopolYbuilt corral, certain new conditions
are necessary:

perspective

is lorced to frnout one's enetny, Th,ere

new political party with labor playing a leading role.
Sixth: An organized, united struggle against international ntnaways,

First: A deeper understanding of
the nature of class relations in our
society. Now, tnore than cuer, one
is a need for a grcater understand'
ing ol the role ol monoply big busi'
ness and its control ol cuery segment
of lile in our country, including
goaerntnent.

S'econd: A new level of understanding of the indispensable need
for all-inclusive workingclass unity,
for all-inclusive trade-union unity,
and for a higher level of solidarity
in strikes and struggles of all workers, including the unemployed.
Third: A new understanding of
the common interests of the tradeunion movement and the Negro lib'
eration movement. This calls for a
leading role by labor in the fight for
equality and dignity for the Negro
people. This calls for eflective suug-against
all forms of discriminagle
unions.

CIQ nationally on

of the emergence of

35-hour week with 4o-hour pay, and
for a $r.5o an hour minimum wage.
We urge wholehearted participation in the struggle to realize these
demands.

Our Party also raises for attention
and discussion in the labor movement
additional demands which, although

a

also limited, would

the workers. The increased profits
from automation would more than
pay for such demands:
r. A 3o-hour week with 4o hours
pay; annual wage increases; increased numher of paid vacations;

cooperation between the trade-union

of all countries; the demand for higher taxes on profits
made by American monoPolies

movements

and greater union control over work
norms.

abroad.

Seuenth: A need for a determined

z.

legal

tangles inserted in labor contracts
that cause excessive delays in resolv-

ing vital grievances, especially grievantes pertaining to jobs and speedup.

Without this new oudook and new
level of struggle, the working class
faces the grim prospect of further
setbacks and defeats.

soME NEW OBIECTMS
AND PROGRAM

The new situation calls for

nevertheless

more adequately meet the needs of

based on international solidarity and

effort to break through the

unernployment,

taxation, housing, civil rights, antilabor legislation, foreign investment,
and education deserve vigorous support. This is especially so with regard to the AFL-CIO demand for a

with special concentration on lower-

paid

ties; determined efiorts to establish
closer political alliances with Negro
and small-farrner organizations; a
more fundamental approach to the

iion outside and inside the

objectives and programs.

'

the

A

vigorous political drive for

public ownership, to begin with some
industries receiving big government

subsidies, and with large plants
which are chronically not being used
at capacity; such plants to be di-

rected

to

production for housing,
and other public

schools, hospitals
projects.

Public ownership should be required to operate with adequate
safeguards for full union rights and
for union participation in their
democratic control.

FOLITIOAL AFFAIRS
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Thc aim is to

esrablish

the

re-

sponsibility of government to providc iobs where private owners fail
to do so.
3, F'or an end to dl forms of job
discrimination against Negroes and

for representation of Negroes in all
apprenticeship programs; for a national F.E.P.C.
4. Revoke all tax givcaways to big
business, and grant instead a basic

tax reduction to dl workers and
of lower incorne; for a with-

those

holding tax on dividends and interest, and closing of present loopholes
in the tax laws for big business.

5. For a governmentJabor-consumer-managed price control, and

cutback

of the present monoPoly-

adnrinistered prices.
6, For Federal public works projects and iobs at union wages for
youth anLd" other unemployed.

7. Defeat the government wage
freezc policies and its strong-arm

policy of strikebreaging iniunctions

gram, administered by the Federal
government undcr Social Security,
and paid for from an increased tax
on big monopolies*a plan that will
guarantee a decent livelihood to
sick, incapacitated and unemployed;
attention to aged and for workers
and their {amilies; continue all other
benefits at prescnt part of the Social
Security system, with the improvements proposed by the trade-union
movement. Young Pcople cntering
thc iob marftet to receiuc adequatc
unemployment benefits until thcy

find jobs.
THE TRADE UMON
MOVEMENT FACED WITH
ITS NEW TASKS

The realization of this necessary,
ncw outlook and new program calis
for a revitalized uade-union movement. The desire and support for

such revitalization exists in the
unions, first and foremost in the
rank and file who feel the burdens

and compulsory arbitration comrnissions, now promoted by the Ken-

of the new and more intensive exploitation and insecurity. But they
dso exist in a section of the leadership--local leadership as well as

terests."

among some leaders on higher levels.

nedy Administration under the
demagogic pretense of i'public inRe+stablish trade-union righa*
Repeal all anti-labor laws. Extend
the right to organize and strike to
all who work for a livelihood.
8. Raise the minimum wage to
$z.so an hour, and bring under its
pr6tection all who work. The fight
lsr s $r.5o minimum will Pave the
way for the ,more adequate minimum.
9. A cradle-to-grave security pro'

Throughout the country there is
ample evidence of a militant mood
in the rank and file. There is an increasing demand by the rank and

file foi more militant

leadershiP.

This is manifested in plant suuggles
around grievances, in local union
elections, during negotiations for
new contracts, in strikc struggles and
strike settlements.
The pressurc of thc rank and file
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is refected in the recent actions and gle by the Negro American Labor
positions of leadership on various is- Council against Meany's attacks and
sues and problems. An outstanding against discrimination in some
cxample was the decision of the unions, and the support it receivcd
AFLCIO Executive Council for a from the I.U.D. and the Teamsters;
national campaign for the 35-hour the significant victory of the Transweek, and similar actions !y a num- port Workers Union for public ownber of union conventions prior to ership of New York b,uses with safethat. These decisions as well as ac- guards for all union rights; the
tions for wage increases, were taken strong public position by the Amalin the face of vigorous opposition by gamated Clothing Workers Union
and the United Auto Workers
the Kennedy Administration.
There have been other departures Union against the fascistJike Mcfrom the predominantly ineffective Carran Act; the continued public
official policies of the top leadership expressions for peace and disarmain the trade-union movement. Some mcnt by Emil Mazey, Secretaryexamples of such departures are the Treasurer of the U.A.W., and by
AFLCIO Executive Council deci- Frank Rosenblum, Secretary-Treassion for an organizing "Pilot Proj- urer of the A.C.W., and the N.M.U.
ect" in Los Angeles; the effective delegation that visited the Soviet
initiatives of the Teamsters Union in Union.
organization of unorganized, in. inAII of these swallows do not, howdependent political action and inter- ever, make a Spring-they do not,
union cooperation pacts; the militant by a long shot, mean that our tradestrikes waged by the Transport union movement has made g real
Workers Union and the hospital turn. But they do rnean that, given
workers; the organizing and political more sustained pressure by the rank
initiative displayed by the New York and file, a real change can come
Central Labor Council; the opposi- about. It can lead to serious b.grotion of the N.M.U. to President nings in the revitalization of our
Kennedy's prograrn for a virtual trade-union movement that would
wage freeze and compulsory arbiua- enable it to cope successfully with
tion commissions, and government the new problems and new ofiendictation in collective bargaining; a sives of the monopolists and their
greater awareness of the need for in- fascist-minded ultra-Right agents.
creased representation for Negroes
But to achieve revitalization other
on top union leadership bodies; the changes are neded. Too often designificant z5-hour week victory by cisions of the AFLCIO Conventions
the New York Electrical Workers and Executive Council meetings rellnion, as well as the 3o-hour week mained on paper. A struggle to end
won by the plurnbers and bricklay- this practice is overdue. Undemoers in this area; the militant suug- cratic practices, methods of "busi-

\
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POUTICAL AFFAIRS

ness" unionism and class "partner-

ship" ideas, neglect

of the unem-

ployed workers, continued jurisdictional quarrels and raiding, exptrlsion policies, remaining discrimination practices against Negrocs, Puerto

Ricans and Mexican-Americans*
these evils still aflict many unions to
one degree or another.
They are serious obctacles to vigorous trade unionism and they can-

not be removed by antiJabor

or by

laws

Congressional committees

which seek to undermine the unions
and not to strengthen them. These
evils need to be, and can be, eradicated by courageous action of progressive-minded union leaders and

workers, and by greater rank and
file participation in the life of every
union.

But a struggle against these ob.
stacles must go together with
gle for labor's main economic and

a strug-

political goals.
Such policies will inspire the rnillions of organized and unorganized
workers, fill them with confidence in
the enormous strength of the labor
movement, and enable them to wage
successful struggles to cope with today's pressing problems.

THE TRADE TINIONS AND

TIIE NEGRO

PEOPLE

The founder of scientific

The Battle of Mississippi is the
sharpest warning since the Civil

War that democracy is indivisible.
The Dixiecrat-White Citizen Council iron curtain must be shattered
once and for all, if democratic rights
for dl Americans are to bc preserved.
The alliance of Governor Barnett
and General Walker revealed the
united front of the racist, fascist,
anti-Negro, anti-labor forces. Their
revolt against constitutional authority is a grim reminder that we, too,
have our counterparts of fascist
French generals, our would-be OAS
assassins.

Some unions reacted with quick,
demonstrative support for measures
directed against the menace of Mis-

sissippi. But what is now called for
is a Crusade for Democracy in

which the trade-union movement
and the Negro liberation movement
will play a leading role-a Crusade
to bring democracy to the South, and
the South fully into the United

States. Now is the time to smash
the Dixiecrat-Northern-reactionaryRepublican alliance (aided by some

reactonary Northern Democrats)
that dorninates Congress, blocks
labor and progressive bills and promotes reactionary pro-war legislation.

This means:

socialism,

Karl Marx, wisely declared that

*A

Crasadc to organize the South,
tu snash the hone of the open shop

"labor in the white skin will never and the "right-to-uor(' laws.
be free as long as labor in the black
Crusode to mafte the r4th and
-Ar4mendments
the laws ol the
skin is branded." This was uue in t5th
the rgth century and is even truer South as arcll as of the rest ol the
today.
Unitcd States.

t?

minimum wage, launch a Powerful

ticeship training, and in better paid
jobs. They should establish the fullest equality for Negroes in the participation in the life and leadership
within all unions and the leading
AFL-CIO bodies. They should give
rnore active support to all struggles
of the Negro people for equality and
dignity.
Negro caucuses in unions and Negro Amelican Labor Councils are
performing a necessary role in promoting such objectives. They deserve the fullest support. It is the
chief responsibility of white workers,
however, to work toward the establishrnent of the Negro-Labor alliance by championing the fight for
Negro equality.
The Left-progressive forces, with
their great tradition of pioneering in
the building of the Negro-Labor alliance, have much to contribute and
a great obligation to promote these

movement

efforts.

Crusade to guera.ntee the full
-Aunrestricted
and
righ,t to uote lor the
Negro people in the South.
Crusa.de to'end segrcga.tion ifl
all-A
ualfts ol life.
-A Cru,sade lor electoral reappor-

tionment tlzat aill gudrante€ democratic representation.
Such a Crusade would unite the
courageous Negro people and the
millions of white Americans, white
workers in the fust place, who are
beginning to realize that democracy
is indivisible.
Such a Crusade cotrld create the

most powerful alliance for democ-

racy that our country has ever seen,

the heart of which would be the
NegroJabor alliance. Such an alliance could guarantee the 35-hour
week, check the abuses of automation, establish an adequate national
for independent political

action, repeal anti-labor and antiNeqro laws, take giant stePs toward
wirining a real people's Congress and
State legislatures, and curb the power

of the monopolies.
But to bring about such an alliance, the trade unions need to remove existing obstacles which oPerate within some unions and industries.

The trade unions must Put an end

to segregated locals where they still

exist. They should take vigorous action to eradicate discrimination in
industrv and in those unions where
it exists. They should eliminate all
discriminatory practices in appren-

INDEPENDENT POLITICAL
AOTION
The records of the 87th Congress
and of preceding Congresses demonstrate the bankruptcy of a policy

which relies on a "friend in the
White Flouse" and on blind support
to the Democratic Party. Labor's
"best friend" is its own independent
strength united in a political alliance with other progressivg democratic forces-the Negro people and
other minorities, small farmers, the
mushroom,ing peace movement, and
other progressive groups.

I8
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Such a powerful alliance can be
built in '64 in support of single candidates comprising a slate dedicated
to a prograrn of shorter hours of
work; an adequate national minimum wage; repeal of anti'labor legislation; eradication of discrimination in all forms; a firm policy of
desegregation in the South and all
over the United States; a halt to the
disastrous atomic arms race; cessation of nuclear testing; reliance on
negotiations for peace and understanding; restoring a peace-time
economy; an end to all forms of
McCarthyism; aid to small farmers;
providing Medicare, a better educational syster\ more schools and
housing, and other needs of the peo.
Ple.

Such an alliance can bring about
a radical change in the character of
Congress. Labor's reliance would
not be on a party label. Its representatives, Democrats, Independents,
Republicans, chosen on the basis

or

of support to a

clearcut program,

would on the contrary rely on the
coalition of labor and its allies. Such
an alliance can then lead to labor's
eventual break with adherence to the

two-party system, to full political in-

dependence, the formation of a
new, anti-monopoly people's coalition
party.
Such a perspective is no longer a

vision for a taravtay future. The
crucial issues of the day-atomic an.
nihilation or atomic abundance, a
race to tlte moon or a race to suicide;
automation a blessing or a threat to
labor's existencel expanded democ-
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racy or fascist ultra-Right reactionl
Mississippi's defi.ance of the Consti-

tution or Meredith's courageous defor all; return to
McCarthyisrn or revival of the Bill
of Rights-demand forward stcps
toward the formation of such a people's anti-monopoly alliance led by
fense of democracy

labor.

The 3o "peace candidates" in the
nation running as Democrats, Republicans and Independents in the
'62 Congressional elections, point in
this direction. The upsurge of movements to "reform" t}re Democratic
party, though still largely limited to
issues

of this

of internal reform, are
restless search

part

for a people's

political vehicle. The growing tendency among some unions to build
their own, year-round political organization, to fight for registration
and voting o{ their rnembers and in

the formation of electoral alliances with farmers' organizations, all of these are also signs
of this search.
There have also been beginnings
of what could have signaled an imsonxe states,

portant leap toward independent po-

litical action, but was followed by
quick retrogression. Such was the
experience in New York with the
Brotherhood Party. Such developments point to labor's strivings toward its independent political future and at the same time reveal the
strong ties of dependency on the two
parties which still bind it to its past.
Progressive trade unionists need
not lose heart in the difficult struggle to help labor once and for all to

break out of its two-party shell.
Their task is patiently but firmly to
aid and encourage all steps-no matter how timid or halting-that will
hasten that development. The issues
of the day, the needs of the workers, the struggles of the peoples for
peace, jobs, democracy and security
*together with persistent, skillful
work-will speed the process.
The task of all progressives and
Communists is to see this perspective
clearly, to take part in all movements
within and outside the two parties
moving in this direction, though at
diff:erent levels and at diflerent ternpos. Their task is to be the most
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unions are heard. It is this mlghty
voice that is needed to drown out

the atomaniacs who cry: "Invade
Cuba," "Smash the Wall in Berlir5"

"Drop the A-Bomb First." Unfortunatelyr too many labor leaders too
often make statements which serve
to infame this war-charged atmosphere, instead of contributing calm,
reasoned and positive proposals for
peaceful settlernent of issues. Such
has been the case with respect to
Cuba when the world was brought

to the brink of annihilation.

S'uch

has also been the case regarding Berlin and relations with socialist coun-

vance

tries. It is certainly no service to
labor or the American people generally, when union leaders fan the
flames of a nuclear catastrophe.
The war hysteria plays into the
hands of the enemies of the working
people. It enables them, in the name
of "national interestr" to press for
more restrictions on labor, to curb
wage demands and the right to
strike, to employ Taft-Hartley injunctions and impose arb,itrations
rigged against unions.
The cold war atmosphere is used
to oppose the 35-hour week. It serves
as an excuse for delaying effecdve
civil rights legislation in Congress,
for granting'gigantic giveaways to
the monopolists, and for whittling

bv the trade unions.
'The demands for peace and dis-

away welfare benefits.
The experiences of a decade or
more of cold war have demonstrated
that the wa$e of billions on armaments has neither assured peace, nor
security, nor saved the country from

devoted, most persevering in doing
all that can be done to unite the
many streams into a powerful People's river-an anti-monopoly political alliance and party.

LABOR AND PEACE

Nothing has so hindered the a&
of our trade unions as the
political support the bulk of its officialdom has given to the cold-war
policies of the monopolies and of
the government. Not only labor but
the entire people have paid, and are
paying, a fearful price for the back'
ing given by most trade-union leaderi to cold-war policies. This is true
despite the fact that there is a growing- resistance and challenge to cold
war policies on the economic front
arman:rent have gathered many voices

the past few years. Yet only a few
prominent labor sPokesmen and

ever-mounting unemployment.
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POLITICiA,L AFFAIRS
Despite the cold-war tensions and
huge armament expenditures, in lact

partly

because

of that, we have al- families, and in the interest of

ready had four depressions since the

last World War, and the army of
permanendy unemployed is growing bigger wih each depression and

ttrecovery.t'

fied to the cold-war policies, our
unions are unable to project their
program for a peace economy and
in

of the huge armament
expenditure and the steady drift towards an atomic war of annihilation
which the American people, and
especially the American working
people, certainly do not want.
jobs,

place

freedom for independent policies in
the interest of the workers and their
the

nation.
U.S. LABOR

AND SOCIALISM

The program here elaborated aims

to cope with today's pressing problems confronting our working class
and to improve their lot under cap-

leisure, a higher standard of living.
Today, capitalisrnr is no longer a
world svstem. Thc main uend of
being
the present stage in history is'system,
deteimined by the socialist
bv the peoplei liberating themselves
fiom impeiialism, and the -people's
forces fighting for peace and for socialism.

Our working class and its

allies

italisrn.

will

As Marxists we know that such
problems as unemployment, recurring depressions, insecurity and exploitation cannot and will not be fundamentally solved under capitalism.

Until that is accomPlished, our
working class and its allies must

By means of effective working-class
It is the cold war and pro,fessional policies and struggles the burden of
anti-communism that have created these evils can only be made somefertile soil for the growth of the fas- what lighter under capitalism.
In the course of their struggles for
cist-minded ultra-Right threatening
the democratic rights of our unions immediate demands, the working
class can learn the need for a new
and of all Americans. Anti-communism has become the ideological society based upon common ownerfoundation of the cold war and the ship of the rneans of production by
political smokescreen to hide from the people instead of exploitation of
the working class and the nation the man by man.
Only such a society, Socialism, can
real intensions of big business which
and will put a 6nal and fundamental
are to continue plundering the American people and destroying their end to the present social and economic evils.
derrpcratic rights.
The time for a change is long In the Soviet Union and the other
overdue. No worker and no union socialist countries, where more than
leader need abandon his own politi- a third of the world's people have
cal beliefs or whatever differences he abandoned capitalism, the evils of
may have with Communists or com- unemployment- and depressions and
munism in order to recognize the exploitation of man by man no
truth of the foregoing statements and longer exist. There, automation and
the need for a change in the slavish modernization and technological
acceptance of cold-war policies. change produce only greater blessSuch a change is absolutely neces- ings for the workers-shorter hours,
sary if our unions are to regain their greater abundance, more fruitful

inevitably embark upon- their
own national- path for the achieve'
ment of socialism in our country'

*age ;.rristent struggles to safe*r"td th.it gains and rights against
ih" .onttrni encroachments of big
business and their political agents,
to strengthen their unions, and to
imorove their economic conditions'
Uri.r, our working class and the

,nions persistently move forward,
big brrtinest will'Push them backward.

In their march forward, our workins class will have no supporters and
oa?ticipants of greater loyalty, devoiior,. i.p.t dabilitY and dedication
ttra" tlr. Communist PartY and its
members.

THE PARTY AND TT{E
UNIONS

A maior task of our PartY and of
each member is to helP build and
strenEthen the unions and to help
,fr"*" *re. successful struggles for
the interJsts of the working people
and the nation.

-Frot, the very incePtion of the
trade-union movement

in this

coun-

try and in every other country, Marc
ists.spared no eflort or sacrifice in
advancing this central task. The
enemies of labor know that Commu-

nists and other ldarxists and radicals have always been among the
most selfess, militant and dedicated
union memtrers and leaders. That
is why labor's enemies go out of their
way to slander and persecute especially such members and leaders.
One of their slanders most frequendy circulated is that C.ommunists only want to "use the unions
and the legitimate grievances of the
workers." Commanists may uell
asft:

Did Communists "use" the unions
when they provided many of the
pioneers who broke the difficult
ground in organizing the steel, autq
rubber, textile, electrical, meat and
packing, maritime, and garment industries

?

Did Communists "use" the unions
when, in the r93os, they played a
leading part in the heroic struggles
of the unem,ployed that won unemployment insurance, social security
and other welfare legislation?
Did Communists "use" the unions
when they stood in the forefront of
the struggle against rac.keteering and
gangsterism and for union democ.

I
The history of the trade unions
and the experiences of counttess
workers refute this slander.
It is true, of course, that Commu'
nists are striving to achieve Socialism and thus to end all exploitation
of man by man. They scek this as

racy
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the ultimate and final solution of who grow impatient and pessimistic
such problems as war, poverty, un- about the role of our working class,
employment, automation, and other those who promote adventurist and
evils plagueing the workers under sectarian policies that lead to isolathe system of capitalism. But are not tion from the working class. Comthese objectives what all labor, all munists also combat those who run
mankind yearn for? It is precisely away from the struggle under cover
their Socialist convictions that inspire of theories that negate the special
in Communists the utmost selfless role and conuibutions of the Left
devotion to the suuggles of the in the unions.
Communists arc critical of such
unions for the inaprovement of the
weaknesses and harmful policies of
workers' lot under capitalism.
In the spirit of the best trade-union trade-union ledership as: slavish attraditions, Communists todaY are tachrnent to the cold-war policies and
cdled upon to help put the unions to anti-communism; restriction of
in top fighting trim, to generate the democratic channels for rank and
spiriiof crusade for their great goals. 6le participation in union activitiesl
McC,arythite persecutions and gov- pursuit of the ruinous class partnerernm€nt repressions have made it ship policy; Jim Crow practices in
difficult for Communists and Pro- some unions and insufficient action
against discrimination; failure to
pressives to make their full contribuion. Thereby, labor and the PeoPle mobilize the membership in struggle
not alone Communists-have against corruption and "business"
-and
unionisml weakening labor by a
suffered.
policy
of expulsion of unions; lack of
and
Often, self-imposed isolation
to the problems of the unattention
fellow
their
in
lack of confidence
youth and women; failemployed,
obiective
the
compounded
workers
difrculties and thereby severely re- ure to lead labor as the ihampion
stricted the contributions of Commu- of peace; and failure to organize the
nists and militant workers. Com- unorganized workers and promote
munists must shed these self-imposed independent political action of the
weaknesses. Th.y must with re- working class and its'allies. These
newed confidence, unite with their stand in the way of fulfilling the
fellow workers in their shoPs and historic role of our working class.
unions to battle for their iust de- As a working-class party, we are
mands. They must in the course deeply concerned with the eliminaof these struggles help advance the tion of these weahnesses and harmful
fieht for deir"ocratic rights for all, policies. But in our criticism we
,id-rt.p by ste5drive McCarthY- never lose sight of the generally conite practiies out of the unions as well structive role of the trade-union
movement, of which we are part.
as the land.
those
Wc encourage and aid all positive
Communists struggle against
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contributions of workers and leaders. for enrolling the rnost advanced
workers into the Communist Party.
Some union leaders, as well as rank
Our members join with othcr adand file workers, are also conscious
and progressive workers and
vanced
striving
of these weaknesses and are
leaders
to support union prounion
encourage
We
them.
to eliminate
workers'nceds. They
grams
based
on
We
efiorts.
all
such
support
and
fight eveiy slander and attack uPon try to win support through the existth-e trade-union movement bY the ing, democratic union channels for
real enemy of the people of our coun- a more consistent and progressive
try-the'profit-greedy monopolists programr to meet the needs of the
and their anti-labor stooges in gov' times.
It is essential to build a class-conernment. The defense of our tradeLeft and Left-progressive senscious
union movement is the defense of
in the labor movement. Such
timent
our working class and of our nawill be the most consist'
sentiment
the
that
tion. We are confident
support for labor's
dynamic
and
ent
unions
trade
the
forces exist within
week and
the
for
crusade
their
35-hour
eliminate
to
work
will
that
will varY
Its
forms
weaknesses and harmful Policies, other demands.
circum'
and
conditions
difierent
with
and to transform the trade-union
in
unions,
local
in
shops,
in
stances
movement into a better, stronger,
the
chamPions
Left
The
indusuies.
ineffective
more united and more
especially
strument advancing the interests of interests of all workers, and
Puerto Rican and
workers,
Negro
of
nation'
the
and
class
working
our
We Communists can make a sPe- Mexican-American workers, the most
and the
cial contribution. We can do so first exploited. The Communists
in the
examPle
an
to
set
strive
Left
a
of all if every member becomes
of
discrimiforms
dl
aeainst
fiEht
of
field
his
in
member of the union
-in the unions and in the
work, and becomes an outstanding ,itior,
fiehter for the interests of his fellow shops.
The Left will not make a construc*"ork.r, on the iob and in the union'
contribution if it is organized
tive
union
A Communist who can ioin a
factional opposition to leader'
a
as
consider
and doesn't do so cannot
to replace the "ins" with
simply
ship
Communist.
himself a good
l-g*4
make a
Communii is also a Personal friend the "outi.'; Thg Left will
to a
is
dedicated
it
if
of his fellow workers, Negro and contribution
correthat
policies
program
and
white. and sets an examPle of unitY
of the workers
and solidarity in his place of work' .ooId to the needs
if it Promotes
and
dmes,
the
of
for
*a
basis
the
is
Such an attiude
participation
constructive
utmost
the
higher
a
on
activities
united front
the
union. It is
level. Such relations lead to friendly in the activities of
with
discussion
on
carry
to
asreement to promote common rn- essential
leaders
and
membcrs
union
i.'r.rt *d provide the soundest basis fellow
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on the events of the day in order to
draw the correct lessons from such
events and workers' struggles, and to

their understanding of the
problems and tasks of the entire
labor movement. In such discusdeepen

sions, the Cornmunist viewpoint can
take its place in the market place of
ideas. Forums, symposiums and debates can promote

tlle search for

so-

lutions with active rank and file participation.

We must pay special attention to
the needs of unemployed workers,
and do everything in our Power to
convince the unions of the necessity
to organize the unemPloYed fot
unitedstruggles. This will serve the
interests of the emPloYed as well
as the unemployed. At the same
time, however, encouragement and
help should be given toward independent organization of the unemployed by aaive unemployed workirs, if the unions fail to do so.
Every Communist, every Commu-

nist organization should consistently
discuss problems

of the trade-union

movement; and they should aid in
promoting solidarity support of the

community for union struggles.
Likewise, they should discuss in
their clubs the lessons of these struggles and learn from thern.
The Worfter and Midweeft
Worrter can be a powerful instrument for rallying support for labor's
struggles and for inspiring militant,
Left and Communist trade unionists to make their full contribution.
The Worfrer and Midueeft
Worfter can play a key role in reviving the great traditions of the
Left and in attracting new militants
to carry on these traditions under
new conditions. To do this it needs
many workers' pens to report the
news from the shops and many willing hands to bring it to new worker
readers. Our press and publications
must become the center, the heart of
the Club and its work.
It is in the carrying out of these
tasks that Communists will truly
play their vanguard role by contributing their utrnost to strengthening the infuence of the most decisive
and progressive force in our country
*-our working class.

Ilm

Comlnunist ParU

in tlm

Dock

Elizabeth Gurley FlYnn
ON Drcslulsrn rr, 196z a "Hear Yel
Hear Ye!" will call the Communist
Party to a trial in a federal court
room in Washington, D. C. The
charge is violation of the Subversive
Activities Controtr Act of r95o, commonlv known as the McCarran Act.
The indictment of the PartY bY a

Federal grand irry has twelve
counts. Eleven are bY reason of the
defendant's failure to register under
the Act on November zo, 1916r and
on each date thereafter, including
November 3oth. A twelfth count
charges failure to file a re-gisuation
"rr.t
t. The Procedure de,tnt
manded of the PartY, in comPliance
with an order of the Subversive
Activities Control Board, is r) reg'
istration on a form to be filed with
the Attornev General containing the
name and ddt.tt of the registrant
and the statement that "it herebY
reEisters as a Communist action or-

ginization"; and z) the registraiion's statement on a separate form
calls for "information concerning itsofricers, m.embers, finances, and
#rtioE equi\ment." These forms
L"* t? signid by an officer of the

THE GRAND IURY
The indictment in this case, as in
the later indictments of Gus Hall
and Benjamin |. Davis, was presented by a grand jury in the District of Columbia. The attorneys
for the Communist Party, ]ohn Abt
and ]oseph Forer, are rnoving in the
court for a hearing to determine the
qualifications of the grand iuty
memkrs to pass on a Political case
of this character. It had twentythree rnembers, thirteen of whom
were governrnent ernployees, sev'
eral from sensitive agencies. Two
were retired government empl"oyees.
One is employed by the State De-

partment; four are army and navY
eneployees, one is a payroll clerk
in the government printing shoP,
two are postal employees, one is em'
ployed at the Senate office building
and one is record manager for a
special assistant to President Kennedy, at the White House. Of the

eiglit who are

"who

id'entifies himself as
another
,rrih ot bY
Person, who is
he has been
thit
certify
to
required
by thl registrant to file
",rifrotir.a
forms.
both

resistrant,

non-governmental,

*" investigation would ProlablY
show that members of their families are governmenremPloYed. The
motion pbints out that leading governmeni officials, including |. Edgar
Hoover, have exPressed views that
the defendant in this case is an
enemy of the country and a seditious
25
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agent of the Soviet Union. To take
issue with this view would ieopardize anyone's government employment.
By reason of the government loyalty security program for federal
employees, the pressures exerted by

Congress, the press and infuential
segments of the public and the general climate of opinion, the motion
charges that federal employees as a
class are unable to pass fearless and
unbiased judgments in this case and
are psychologically disabled from disagreeing with the accusations placed

before them by the government
prosecutors. It declares that such
a grand jury is incapable of performing the historic role of grand

jury, as declared by the U.S. Supreme
Court, "to stand between the prosecutor and the accused." The attorneys snm up by saying: "To hi,aue
gou€rnment ernPloyces on a grand
jury in this case is comPuable to

calling a grand iury of bishoPs to
decide uhcther to acculse the Prince
of D'arftness ol breach of an antiblasphemy laat."

IVHY NOTI REAL ISSUE
The issue at the trial appears to
be a simple matter. Did the PartY

registerl But the public will naturally ask, "If not-why notl" Is
it because thc Party' is secretivel
Even |. Edgar Floover states otherwise in his annual report, recently
released. As usual the Communist

Party is pictured as a grave and
growing danger to national security
-not the ultra-Right, nor the Southern segregationist mobs, nor the uniformed storm trooper Nazis loose in
our country. However, hc was compelled to pay an unwitting complirnent to the Communist Party as
follows: "The U.S. party, stung by
orders to register its members, un.
leashed one of the most intensive
propaganda campaigns in its history.
Tons of printed propaganda were
distributed, throughout the nation.
New front groups were organized.
The Communist leaders began issuing public statements, appearing on
radio and television programs, and
making speeches." He claimed that
43,ooo Americans have heard 48
speeches by Communists before college groups between October and
June. "Probab,ly more Americans
saw and heard a self-avowed member of the Communist Party in the
fiscal year 1916z than in its preceding ten yearsr" he concludes.
It is apparent from this---cxcept
that actually there were more meetings and a larger audience than
Hoover states-that there is no hesitation on the part of the C.P.U.S.A.
in declaring its views publicly on all
subjects to its fellow-Americans.
It is also apparent that a large number of Americans, particularly students, wanted to hear Gus Hall,
Beniamin |. Davis, Herbert Aptheker, and others. All who listened did

not agree. But in listening they indicated their belief that Commtunists
have a right to bc heard. Large
numbers went on record against
the McCarran Act and for its repeal.
REAL ACTIVITIES OF PARTY

It will

seem strange, therefore,
pu,blic
and especially to those
the
to
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a

comrnunist action orsound harmless. But
they refer to the definition of a
non+xistent organization written
into this mendacious act, not to the
true nature, purposes, and activities
of the C.P.U.S.A. The Act defines
isters as

ganization

"

such a mythical organization as part

of a

world-wide conspiracy which

by ueachery, deceit, infiltration, es

who hiard PartY sPokesmen in the
pionage, sabotage, and terrorism, enDast vear and a half, that in its trial
deavors to bring about the overdefend'
a
as
lh. Co-*t nist Party
throw of existing governments by
a
solicourt,
in
alone
ant will stand
any available fiI€ans, including
disembodied
saY,
might
tary, one
force,
if necessaryr and setting up
leeal entity. It, like the governmcnt
The
totalitarian
a
*Itt U. rlpresented onlY bY attor- statement of this dictatorship.
of
definition
"Com'
necessary
nevs. who-will make all
been comPared munist action" is suff,cient to ex-Jtions. This has of
for any
to rials in absentia, corporations' plain why it is impossiblc
register
mind
to
right
in
his
one
a
not
is
PartY
Communist
But the
false.
It
is
completely
it.
soulless corporation, a business en- under
never
because
is
unique
This
trial
i.*iir.. It^is a forty-three year old has there been such a law,as the
i.A party, made uP of dedicated
McCarran Act. It is an omnibus af""i
hesh-and-blood people. It has car'
like a Goldberg cartoon of
fair,
canwith
political
Lampaigns
ii.d ot
within wheels. It has, in
wheels
has
and
bffice,
aiarr.t'for Public
definitions,
elected tom.. It has a well-known addition to its built-in
mechinery
sclf-enforcing
a
built-in
of
r".Lia of activities-in defense
even am'
applies,
which
Board,
of
a
the
for
i"U"rt rishts, the legislation
has the
and
plifies
definitions
these
for
aged,
Peace
,nemploied and the
rcgister.
to
orders,
issue
to
power
bring
could
It
*a ftt'socidism.
penalites for non*iirr.*.t galore to tesdfy to all this' The Act fixes
Bu, ,rott."of it is considered perti- compliance, yet it also has Section
prosecution is pos,r.rr, ot admissible in this uial' None 4-A under which
besides prosecompliancg
for
in'
are
sible
of ,h.t" wofthy activities defu
Act. The
Smith
the
under
cution
Act's
;i"d.d in the M"c"tt"'
of entraPdevice
is
a
Act
orMcCarran
action
"Comrnunist
nition of a
give the
trial
this
does
Nor
ment.
-sanizadon."
it will
since
relief
Th. eight words, "It herebY reg- defendant any
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undoubtedly deal with one circumscribed issue-failure to register.

NO DAY IN COURT

Not by any stretch of the imagination can this forthcoming trial
be considered the Party's "day in
court." It has never in its whole
history been tried in any court, nor
will it be here, on any of the false
charges made in the Act's definition,
to which it is commanded to plead
guilty by registering. No judge or
iury passed upon these monstrous
charges. Nor, as a matter of fact,
is the Cbmrnunist Party actually
mentioned in the law. It is by rzlerence of the Board that the C.P.U.S.A. is assumed to be meant in
the law. The Board also inlerred
that the Soviet Union was thi "foreign government'n referred to. These
far-reaching inferences by the Subversive Activities Control Board, an
administrative body of five appointed

memhers with no fudicial status,
were doing what Congress did not
feel empowered to do itself-naming

nam$.

It

based

its

inferences on

so-called "Congressional findings,"

them the Fifth Amendment's privilege against self-incrimination. The
Supreme Court maiority declined in
June, 196r, to decide this issue, as
" prerndute." Four iustices (Warren,
Black, Douglas, and Brennan) dissented. They were of the opinion
that the registration sections of the

Act are invalid on their face because they conflict with the Fifth
Amendment. The defendant's attorneys will raise this issue in the

trial because registration and filing
by the Party could be accomplished
only if the defendanCs ofEcers incriminate themselves. All questions
on the forms to be signed are incriminating, since they are admissions of the AcCs definition of criminal activities and the existence of a
conspiracy. To admit that they are
officers of such an organization is
clearly to incriminate themsclves,
and to be liable under Section 4-A
of the Act and under the Smith Act.
Such self-characterizations are protected by the Fifth Amendmenr.
PARTY MUST CLAIM
PRIVILEGE FOR OFFICE,RS

or, more exactly, those of the notorious House Un-American Ab

But here again one of the Goldberg cartoon twists appears in this

tivities Committee.
The government will undoubtedly
attempt to limit this trial to a yes or
no answer on registration. But
other related issues must arise which
are inherent in the case, among

an officer and therelore uaiaes his
in the a€ry act of cloiming
it. Therefore the ddendant (the

vicious law. An officer cannot claim
hk priuilege u.aless he maftes the
inc'riminoting admission that he is
priailege
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Party) must assert the privilege on WHERE CAN ONE FIND
tnar Uctraf for its officlrs, wlthout REDRESSI
naming them. Apparently this is the
only means by which the officers can In the majority opinion of the
avail themselves of thcir Constitu- U.S. Supreme Court, lustice Franktional privilege. It can be settled furter declared: "It is not lor thc
in one of two ways in this case- coarts b re-exatninc the ualidity ol
either the claim of privilege made these legislatiue findings otd rcica
by the ddendant on behalf of its ,hetn." He also stated that the Conofficers must be honored, or the Act gressional findings "ore ,rot opet ,o
is invalid because "it unconstitu- rc*ramination by thc Boord." A
tionally circumscribes the eflectual prospective victim of this law ceruse of the privilege." In'either case, tainly has the right to ask "W'ho
it is argued on behalf of the Party, willl Where is my protection and
the indictment m,ust be dismissed. redress for such injusticel Where
It must be clear by now to even can I refute the lies and slandcrs
a casual observer, that the registra- of stool-pigeons, paid informers and
tion requirements of the McCarran provocateurs, that make up these
Act are based on a coerced confession so<alled 'findings'?" The C.P. is in
of guilt. This, the attorneys argub this grave predicarnent. To regrster
further, is a violation of the First and to file as "A Communist action
Amendment and of due process of organization" one musc he suclr. But
law. The name and addriss of the as the Party's motion states: "Llnder
defendant is information known to the scheme of the Act this element
the Attorney General, as is clear from has been decided administratively
the surnrmons, etc. So that it is not by the S.A.C.B. in an administraan impotrant factor in registration. tion proceeding and cannot be litiIn eleven years of litigation the Par- gated in the trial of this indictment."
ty has consistently and stoutly main- It is a fagrant violation of the
tained that it is aol the organization U.S. Constitution to deny the dedescribed in the Act. It so informed fendant a judicial trial on the issue
the Attorney General after the order of whether it is a Communist action
to it to register was upheld by the organization. The motion of the
Supreme Court in )une 1916r. The Party argues that the indictment
motion asserts 111a;1 "the crime al- is defective because it fails to allege
legcd therelore is that the organi- that the defendant is actually a
zation refuses to forcswear itseff by Commnrnist action organization. All
erpressing agreetnet, with the gou- it now claims is that the defendant
was found by the Board to be such
rnmenls condemnation of it."

an organization. The motion

ar-

gues, therefore, that the Act is invalid because it denies due 7,7s6stt
of lou-a judicial tial on ,his

chmge*a grand iury indictment, as
required by the Fifth Amcndmcnt
and trial by a petit 'iury, as rcquired
by the Sixth ,A,mendment. The im'
portant issue is not whether the
Party has registered but whether it is
legal to demand such registration
and whether the C.P.U.S.A. is the
organization described in the Act
as required to register. The Party's
"day in court" must deal with these
questions.

PARTY HAS NO SUCH DATA

A

further motion of the Party
argues that its failure to file a ,registration statement, as required in
count twelve, is not Punishable, beceuse the statement makes demands
which are excessively vague and re-

quires information which the defendunt cannot obtain. In other words,

if
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the Party were disPosed to filI

out such a statement, which it clearly is not, it could not do so because

ii has no such information available. For instance, it has no record on "type of activity" of each
member; 5rvg they attended anY
"type of C.P. gathering;" have they
conferred with other "members" in
behalf of any plan or enterPrise;
spoken

or

communicated Plans of

defendant; have they advised, counseled or in any other waY imParted

information, suggestions, or recotn-

years' imprisonment and $rorooo fine

mendations

to ofEccrs or members
of thc C.P. or to enyone io bchalf

for

of the C.P.; indicated willingness to
carry out plans of the C.F.; ever
participated in the activities, plan-

proces$ to punish the defendant

ning, or action of the defendant. Obviously, as the motion states, no organization can or does kecp records

of such activities or associations nor
can any organization ascertain the
subjective attitudes of all individuals
whose attitudes may make them

"members." It is impossible for the
defendant or its officers to comply
with the registration form, requircd

by the Attorney General.
The requirement to report printing and duplicating devices in the
possession of defendant's "members"
as well as of its "affiliates" and "a8sociates" is an equally impossiile
task. Who are its "affiliates" and
"associates" ? How can it know, the
motions ask, what printing and duplicating devices are in control or
possession of such hypothetical
groupsl Suppose an alleged member held stock in General Motors,
how is the defendant to know that
fact, o,r such details as to what
printing and off,ce equipment is
owned by that comtpany, let alone
such details as "description, make,
and serial number"l If the defen&
ant's ofrcers attempted to comPly
with the requirement of the registration form, they would inevitably
risk the enormous penalies of five

each "mistake"

Certainly

or

"omission."

it is a violation of due

non-compliance

with

with impossible

de-

mands.

The U.S. Supreme Court refused
to pass on this contention on the
ground that it was "prematurer"
which causcd |ustice Douglas to remark: "The great iniustice in what
we do today lies in compelling the
ofrcials of the Party t6 violate this

law

before their

claims can be heard

Never beforg

I

Constirutional

or

determined.

believe, have we
forced that choice on a litigant. The
modern trend has indeed been to

protect

a

person against prosecu-

tions that may involve infringements
of his Cbnstitutional rights."
MONSTROUS PENALTIES

How important this is becomes
by the extreme penalties inficted by $h law. Each day
of failure to register is a separate
offense, for which an organization
accentuated

is punished by a fine of $ro,ooo. The
naagnitude

of the total penalties

de-

pends on the prosecutor's timing of
the indictment and could reach as-

trononaical 6gures. "The prosecution is therefore able to hankrupt
a political party, merely because it
refuses to stigmatize itself by a
public confession of guilt," the Pariy's motion states. "By reason of
these featurss the Act violates the

3r

Eighth Amendment's prohibition of
excessiye 6nes as well as due process
of law and the First Amendment "
is the conclusion.

THE FATE OF AN
ORGAMZATION

in

I

have atternpted to present here,

as simplified

form

as possible, the

of this incredible and fantastic trial, brought on by a cruel
and inhuman cold war edict, masquerading as a law. An organization, it is true, cannot be imprisoned.
But it can be harassed, persecuted,
meaning

stripped

of its right to funaion,

bankrupted financially, denied the
usc of halls, deprived of its rights
of speeih, press, and assem,blage, subjected to lengthy and expensive legal
proceedings, praaically illegalfized

by this law. At the same time Attorney General Robert Kennedy piously states that all that is required
is to register-a very ordinary pro'
cedure. This is a subterfuge. There
is no guilt attached to filing an income tax returq or to registering a
marriage, a car, or a will, as there
is in this registration.
C. P. CENTER OF FIGHT

The trial of the Communist Party is the center of the attack upon
the McCarran Act. The constitutionality of the Act in all its aspects,
will be raised in this trial and carried to the U.S. Supreme Court
again,

if

necessary. Regardless of
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]ustice Frankfurter's evasive "prernature" stricture, which prevented
the Court from passing on these
questions originally and after eleven
years of litigation, the Court will be
faced by its responsibility, defined
in the U.S. Constitution, to exercise
"appcllate iurisdiction bolh os to laat
and fact." The indictments of Gus
Hall and Benjamin ]. Davis will be
decided also in this appcal, if the
U.S. Supreme Court squarely faces
its duty in this case. But if once
again, on some technicality, it evades
these two cases will again in all

and void. Therc are also further
procedures against the three organi,

zations who were cited as "Commu-

nist front" and againsr the Mine,
Mill, and Smelter Workers Union
as "Communist infiltratedr" based
on the weird theory of parallel
views.

A

comrnittee has recently been
in London, called "Committee for Democratic Rights in the
U.S.A." It has just published a pamphlet on the McCarran Act by the
organized

distinguished Queen's C,ounsellor,

probability confront

D. A. Prin, called "Liberty in
Chains." It is a brilliant analysis

Court must finally be compelled to

of repressive legislation in the United
States. The Gus Hall-Benjamin ].

it,

it with the same
questions. Sooner or later, the
pass judgment on the constitutionality of the McCarran Act. Nothing

is settled until

it is settled right.

RELATED CASES

Davis Defense Committee

it

will

make

available to American readers.
Our committee here, of which I have
the honor to be chairman, has undertaken the responsible task of fur-

nishing informhtion on the CommuSince the indictment of Gus Hall
and Benjamin ]. Davis, ten other
persons have been cited by the
S.A.C.B. on the membership registration requirement of the lvfcCarran Act. If their cases follow the
pattern of the Party and Hall-Davis
cases, and

if

the government refuses

to agree that the C.P'. case can be
the test, there could be a total of
thirteen indictments involved in the
struggle to have the McCarran Act
declared unconstitutional and null

nist

cases brought

under the Mc-

Carran Act and to finance their le-

gal defense. We hope to

realize

Iv[r. Pritt's concluding words: 'Th,at
those utho are in the front ronfts ol
the fight for freedom can, with thc

help of all of us, still be uictoious."
The address of our defense com-

mittee is Room r225r 22 East 17 St.,
New York City :. We count upqn
the support of the readers cfi Political Affairs, in this crucial struggle
to uphold the Bill of Rights.

William Albertson
AN oursreNDrNc

FEATUR"E

of the New

York election campaign was the
general apathy of the electorate
which, according to the pundits,
guaranteed Governor Nelson Rocke-

feller a shoo-in victory with the largest plurality ever achieved. But
President Kennedy's warJike speech
on Cuba, the resultant mass p€ace
demonstrations and actions of all

kinds, and the resolution of the
Cuban crisis without war at that
point, changed the picture. The
electorate was no longer apathetic,

a reapportionment
states' congressi,onal districts
through a special two,day session of
his Repu!_lican-controlled state iegislature. This was designed to g.raiantee a new congressional ratio of
z5 to t6, favorable to the Republibefore, rammed

of the

cans. But when the votes were
counted, the results stood at zr Republicans to 20 Democrats. Thc
Democrats had won in four of the
"new and safe" Republican districts:
the rst in Nassau, the l5th in Brook-

lyn, the r6th in Staten Island and

the 35th in central New York State.
The State Senate ratio of 33 Re-

as they indicated by casting a record

vote for an "ofi-year" election. And
the results of that vote afiected the
Rockefeller hopes adversely.

publicans to z5 Democrats reri"ained
the same, while in the Assembly the
Republicans increased by one seat,
85 to 65. This, despite rhe substan-

For Governor Nelson Rockefeller
and his Republican Party did not
achieve their objectives, nor did they
do as well in this gubernatorial election as in the last one. He ran
55,ooo votes behind his 1958 plurality.
His plurality was slightly over onehalf million, Senator Javits' was over
one million.
Meanwhile, Arhur Levitt, incumbent state controller, running on the
Democratic ticket, whs returned to
office with an Boo,ooo plurality. |ohn
F. Scileppi, Democratic candidate
for Judge of the Court of Appeals,
defeated his Republican opponent
by r26poo Yotes.

tial gains expected.
These results were a serious disappointment to the plans of the Rocke-

feller machine. The Governor and
his advisers had planned for a smashirg breakthrough in Democratic
strongholds,

in

working-class, Negro

and Puerto Rican areas. The objective called for victory by at least one

million votes-the increase ro come
frornr New York City where the
Democratic reform movement, the
Liberal Party, labor, and the Negro
and P'uerto Rican people's orgafliza-

tions are strong and often decisive.
Such a result was necessary to

Rockefcller had, only some months
33
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show that Rockefeller was popular
with labor, Negro and liberal votes,
and was, therefore, the only Republican who could defeat John F. Kennedy

in

19164.

Rockefeller's unexpected reduced
margin of victory was caused by the
same factors which brought about
the replacement of a number of governors by their opponents, regardless of party labels. Specifically, in
New York, Rockefeller was held responsible for increased taxes, a totally
inadequate and still deteriorating
public school system both as to plant
and personnel, a corrupt "sticky-

finger" rent control system, a continuing unemployment situation, the

unpopular bombshelter program and
its resltant Carlino scandal, the rail-

in

Tammany fashion of his
reapportionment bill, his refusal to
support anti-discrimination bills

roaing

date for Govcrnor.

This

Conservative Party, which

appeared on the New York State bal-

lot for the first time in this election,
was organizcd as the political expression of the "Young Americans
for Freedom" and other ultra-Right
groups, and received all-out support
frorn the most reactionary Republican circles. It had, as one of its ob'
jectives, the garnering of 5oo,ooo
votes, but received approximately
r4qooo. Another of its objectivcs
was to place the Republican party
in a position where it could not win
without their support. Such sup

port could then be withheld or

granted depending on the attitude
toward their pro-war foreign policy

prograrn and their neo-fascist and
racist domestic program.

The

Conservative party, having

as those dealing with housing and
with literacy requirements for first

received more than 5qooo votes (the
legal requirement) is now guaranteed ballot status until the gubernatorial elections in 19166. The ultra-

Yoters.

Right now has its own political party

which died in the legislature,

such

no doubt, also lost while retaining its base within the
votes from amongst those who fell Republican party and, to a much
Rockefeller,

for his "liberal'n facade on domestic
questions but could not go along

with his

aggressive, adventuristic,

brinkmanship foreign policy utter'
ances which included the advocacy
of nuclear testing and for the United
States to be the first to use nuclear
bombs.

It

must also be said that Rockefeller lost many Yotes to David
faquith, Conservative Party candi-

lesser extent,

within the Democratic

party.

With a new and independent political center on the ballot, the uluaRight presents today, and in the immediate future, a greater danger
than hitherto. It intends to intervene, duging these four years, in the
presidential, municipal and gubernatorial elections by threatening to
place independent candidates

in

the

6eld, or to support Republican as
well as reactionary Democratic candidates who accept features of, or
their whole ultra-Right program.
This presents a major danger to the
labor and peoples'movements in our
state and must be defeated at every
turn.
Governor Rockefeller could have
been defeated. But the Democratic
Party picked certain candidates and
conducted a campaign as if it were
determined to lose, come what may.
The lackJustre Robert Morgenthau, candidate for governor, who
was a political unknown without a
serious position on basic issues, campaigned against Rockefeller on the
issues that if the governor were reeletced, there would be another tax
increase, and anyway, Rockefeller
really wanted to be president, not
governor. These were the maior
questions placed before the people
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liberfl side not because
he was really liberal, but because
he needed the liberal votes to be
elected. And when lavits began to
speak for a more vigorous policy
3galnst Cuba, Donovan acquiesced
by his silence on the issue. Donovan neither won friends nor infuenced people. That is one reason
why Javits was the only Republican
who broke into certain Democratic
working-class strongholds in
34
New York City to give him more
than a one million vote pluralitv.
Javits' favorable record on ciril
rights legislation and on cerrain
other domestic questions also cannot be overlooked.
The remnants of the former Tammany DeSapio rnachine in New
York City and upstate, where it was
n-ot damaged- in the 1916r mayoralty
elections, utilized the campaign to
weaken the Wagner wing of the
by the Demrocrats, while the Re- Democratic Party. This ticket was
publicans campaigned "on their 'lib- a "'W'agner" ticket, and the candidates for Governor and Senator
eral' record."
)ames Donovan, candidate against were selected both in opposition to
Senator Javits, was supposed to have the old machine, which wanred more
mass standing because he had suc- reactionary candidates like fames
ceeded in negotiating the Powers- Farley, and of the reform moveAbel deal and was currendy in- ment which wanred candidates fightvolved in negotiations with Premier ing on issues, like Paul O'Dwyei.
Fidel Castro for a return of the To. reduce W'agner's stature as
prisoners taken in the disastrous (for the state leader of the Democratic
American imperialism) Bay of Pigs Party, the old machine made no
invasion. Donovan presented no is- serious campaign for Morgenthau,
sues. He changed his position twice Donovan and Edward Dudley, but
du1i1g the- campaign on medicare, they conducted an all-out campaign
and insisted that favits voted in the for Arthur Levim, Wagner's LppoSenate on the
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in r95r and for John
Scileppi who was not identified as
a Wagner man. Both won. This
cutdng of the ticket not only helped
to defeat Morgenthau and Donovan,
but spilled over and had its eflcct
on the campaign of the only Negro
nent for mayor

running for Statc office, Edward

Dudley, who was also defeated.
As a result of the elections, both

the old machine and the reform
movement in the Democratic party
were strengthened, while the Wagner wing was weakened. The internal struggle will now become
even sharper than hitherto. The
emergence of Pcter Crotty of Buffalo as a state-wide figure because
Rockefeller lost that city, strengthens the old machine. So does the
plurality for Levitt, the victory of
Scileppi, and Charles Buckley's return to Congress as well as his retention of the county leadership in the
Bronx.
Encumbered with the Democratic
candidates which they had endorsed,

the Liberal Party's vote was

re-

duccd from that in previous elections, to 2tgrcx;ro for the gubernatorial
candidate. Some of the Liberal
Party leaders were not too h"PPY
with the candidacy of Edward Dud'
ley for Attorney General. Prior to
his nornination, he had visited a
numbcr of garment shoPs in his capacity as Borough President-gathiring information as to the minimum wage problern in thc citYand he charicterized a number of

the union shops he visited as sweat
shops, which they are. This did not
sit well with David Dubinsky and
some other Liberal Party leaders
who had just gone through an investigation by the House Committee on Labor and Education as to
discrimination against Negroes and
Puerto Ricans in the union and in
their shops.
'Whereas thc Labor movement in
California played a decisive role in
the defeat of Nixon, in New York
it contributed to Rockefeller's re'
election by its apathy.
In 196r, the New York City Central Labor Union proved its ability
as an independent and decisive forcc

during the campaign to re-elect
Mayor W'agner. It set up the Broth'

erhood Party as its political arm and
fought for a number of issues such
as the $r5o minimurn wage and the
right to organize and to receive the
protection of all proJabor laws for
hospital and other workers in nonprofit institutions.
After the election, Mayor Wagner
began to cool off on a number of
labor issues. A rift developed between the mayor and certain toP
labor leaders. The public school
teachers, during their strike, found

no fighting friend in the

mayor.
gain
labor
to
attempted
Rockefellei
support by granting the teachers additional stata funds. Later, thc hos-

pital workers, so underPaid !h1,
many of them must suPPlement their

wages

with city relief, struck

for
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union recognition. The mayor dc- struggle, decided to endorse no cancided that hc so "overworked" that didatcs this year. This was tantahe needed a monttr's vacation. At rnount to a back-handcd endorsethe height of the strike, with Wag- ment of Rockefeller since it had alner in Europe, Rockefeller stepped ways endorsed the Democratic ticket
forward with a proposal for legisla- in all previous elections. And, Harry
tion that would granr rhe hospital Van Arsdale, President of the Cenworkers the right to union recogni- tral Labor nion, threw his support
tion, but accompanied by compulsory to Rockefeller.
arbitration. Local rr9g, the union
Two labor committecc subseinvolved, the Central Labor Union, quently emerged. The labor comand the directors of the hospitals, mittee for Rockefellcr was comagreed on this as the basis for a posed, in the main, of the building
settlernent. Wagner returned from trades unions and $ome others liki
Europer but no matter what he did the hospital workers"
foseph Curran,
or said, he could not regain his lost President of the National Mariprestige which Rockefeller had suc- time Union headed the labor comceeded in picking up. Finally, just mittee for the Democratic ticket.
before rhe ry62 elcctions, Wagner This com,mittee included the Transpushed through the municipal mini- p,ort_ Workers, the
Amalgamated
mum wage law of $r.25 now and Clothing Workers and otheis.
$r.5o next year. But the courts have
The eflect of this split was thar no
now enjoined the city from enforc- real support was organized
behind
ing the law until its constitutionality the Democratic candidates and no
has been tested.
attempt was made to organize seriThese events led to Local rrgg, a ous opposition to Rockefeller,
Inunion with a majority of Negro and side.of one year, the politically
acPuerto Rican membcrs, endorsing hve labor movement had become
in_
Rockefeller for re-elecrion. The active. Its disunity and inactivitv
Brotherhood Party was put in moth- contributed to Rockefeller's
victorv.
balls. When the Dempcratic Party
Even with all the odds in his favor,
convention brought forth Morgen- Rockefeller could have bcen
dethau and Donovan as their standard cisively defeated, given three
devel.
-.U-

in labor's ranks concluded that this was a lost campaign, that there was nothing to
gain in backing losers, and, anyway,
why "antagonize" the winner.
For the 6rst time in decades, the
Central Labor Union, after a sharp
bearers, many

opments:

r. A united labor movement working for his defcat. This could have
brought back to life the loose laborNegro-reform-Puerto Ricanliberal co

alition which existed in the
tions.

1916r elcc-

A

hard-hitting attack on Rockefeller for reiccting the demand of Negro Repu,blicans for a Negro candidate
on their state-wide ticket, even though
the Democrats had already named Edward Dudley as their candidate for
Attorney General.
3. A campaign which would not
permit the electorate to forget where
Rockefeller stood on fioreign policy
questions. For he has never been
linowrr to attack President Kennedy's
foreign policy from the "Left," only

z.
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from the "Right", from a more reactionary and a pro-war Posture.
Whether the issue was testing, Cuba,
bomb-shelters, disarmament, Berlin, or

what have you, Rockefeller has

con-

stantly pressurod the Kennedy Administration for a more adventuristic and
brinkmanship policy, for an anti-peace'
ful co<xistence outlook.

The defeat of Nixon is recognized
as the rejection of a leading advocate
bf a reactionary foreign and domestic program. The defeat of the open
ultra-Rightists such as Homer Capehart, Walter |udd, Alexander WileY,
Alvin Bentley, the California Birchites, etc., indicates the desire

of

the

for a sane foreign policy. If
i" ihi. had been added the defeat
of Nelson Rockefeller bY the N6w
York electorate, it would have been
an unmistakeable national people's
mandate against a foreign PolicY
which advocates war as a means of
solving international disPutes.
This is especially so since Rockefeller unlike Nixon, has succeeded in
wrapping himself in an aura of "liberalism.'t One of Senaor Javits' tasks
people

in the campaign was to show Rockefeller as a "Wilkie" type Republican.
This build up of Rockefeller and his
administration during the past four
years has paid ofl in support, and
has created difrculties in mounting
the 6ght against his war policies.
All the rnore important then, his
defeat, which would have increased
the pressures on the Kennedy Adminisration for a more moderate foreign policy, for a policy whose aim
\Mas to seek a peaceful solution to
problems.

That is why the New York Communists and other progressives made
as their major electoral objective the
defeat of Rockefeller. That is why
they said that the attitude expressed
by the Trotskyites and certain "Left'
groups of a "plague on both your
houses," only weakened this obiective
and the fight for peace.
Some progressive advances were
made in this election.
The Democratic reform movement
was strengthened. Five new state
assernblymen and one state senatoi
were elected. All previously-won
reform seats were retained.
Representative William Fitts Ryan,
who campaigned on his record in
Congress, was forthright on the
peace and civil rights issues and on
i number of other questions of concern to the people in his newlY reapportioned district; he was returned
to office by a vote of 94,ooo to 35Poo.
Manfred Ohrenstein was re-elected
to the state senate by

47,5oo

to 24,M.
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He has an outstanding record as a paigns in New York indicate that
fighter for peace as wJIl as for pro- where progressive and other forgressive legislation.
wardJooking forces develop an inThe election of the progressive dependent policy and organization
Negro attorney Thomas ]onei to the to back it up, advances ari made.
state assembly from Brooklyn's rTth
In addition to the presidential elecdistrict, r rill as those of 6ngrerr- tion in 1964, New York will also
"t and Senator Ohrenstein, elect a United
men Ryan
States Senator (Senis proof that where candidates are ator Keadng's term will be up), the
identified with the suuggles of the full-congressional delegation as -well
people in their respective communi- as the whole state legillature.
ties and where the issues are brought
The possibilities exiit for the indeforward, advances can b€ made. pendent reform movernent of DemoJones was one of the leaders of the crats to develop to a higher levelstruggle for jobs for Negroes at the state-wide during these two years-

Ebinger bakeries, the Sealtest Dairy

Co., etc. He was an active force in
the local movement known as "Operation Unemployed." His participation in such activiries helped develop the coalition composed of the

reform movement, labor unions,
Negro and Puerto Rican leaders,
etc., which supported him. He won
by a vote of ro6oo to 3,6oo for the
Republican and 916 for the Liberal

candidate.

Carlos Rios, Puerto Rican leader,
was sent to the State Assembly from

Manhattan's roth district. Rios, a
consistent supporter of former Assemblyman Mark Lane's program,
replaces him in the Assembly. Another Puerto Rican leader, Frank
Torres, was elected to the State Assembly from the Bronx's 4th district
by a vote of 13,6oo to 3,3oo.
These reforrn victories indicate the

direction which the preparations for
the

19164

presidential elections should

take. The last few election

cam-

and that its voice become much more

influential in determining candidates
as well as program.
The major conclusion one must

draw for the future is seen in the
diflerence between the

elections.

To

1916r

advance

ltr

terests, the labor movement

to unite and in an

and t$z
o*o irr-

will

have

independent

fashion-through the BrotLerhood
Party or otherwise-bring its tremendous infuence to bear on thc Demo-

cratic Party, placing independent
candidates of its own where necesply to achieve its objectives. The
labor movernent, developing such an
outlook, could be that forie which
could once again unite the labor, re-

form, Negro, liberal and Puerto
Rican movements in this state into

a coalition which is unbcatable.
1916r showed the way. 196z showed
its need for unity. tNS could
achieve this unity in the fight for
peace and progress.
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Ilm 0hio Elections
A. Krchmarek
and

Disalle lost the gubernatorial post
by about the same margin he won

Pennsylvania) that elected Republican governors in this election. But,
despite the sweeping victory of the

that he lost in the Cleveland industrial area this year by 55,ooo votes,

OHro wes oNE oF three contiguous

industrial states (Michigan

GOP

in capturing in Ohio the gov-

ernorship and all State offices this, in
itself, does not represent any basic

in voter trends.
does emphasize the fact that
the voters of Ohio are less and less
tied to the political machines of
either party even though they exchanges

It

their independence and disin an erratic form lacking
clear cut alternatives. They must

p,ress

content

6nd the alternatives within the
straight jacket provided by the two
capitalist parties. This was sharply

underscored by the tremendous volume of voters crossing Party lines

in the balloting for individual state
and local ofrces, as well as their
respons.e on local issues.
National issues played a relatively

minor role in the Ohio ele,ctions,
while local issues and personalities
came to the forefront. Even though
Kennedy made a flying trip to Cleve-

land three days before his

Cuba

blockade speech, and even though
Gov. DiSalle came out with a sweeP-

ing endorsement of the Cuban action, this did not save him frorn defeat.

it in 1958. But, at the same time

the independent D€mocrat Ralph S.
Locher was elected Mayor of Cleveland by a smashing ?5 per cent plurality.
While DiSalle lost the governor's
seat b,y a margin of 565,00 votes,

Frank Lausche, a nominal Democrat, was elected to the U.S. Senate
by a margin of 685,ooo votes. And
Charles A. Vanik, a liberal Demo-

crat from the zrst Congressional
District in Cleveland, was re-elected
to Congress by the biggest mafority

*y

Congressional candireceived by
date in the entire country.
So too, Carl B. Stokes was the

first Negro Democrat ever to

be

elected to the Ohio State legislature,

coming
didates

in rzth in a field of. 34 canin Cleveland. He ioins a

Negro Republican, David Albriton
of Dayton, in the State House, who
came in fifth in a field of ro. This
marks an advance in Negro representation in the State Capitol.
Many other examples testify to
this pattern and require careful
study. One of the most imPortant
is the independent role of Ohio labor in the State and local electoral
4o

picture. The decisive diflerence between the 1958 and 196z outcome
was the dynamic role of organized
labor in the one instance ind its
passive role in the other.
The outgoing Ohio S ate administration headed by Michael V. DiSalle came into office in 1958 riding
the crest of a tremendous wave of
labor's independent political activiry.
That election bore the undisguised

imprint of class issues and class selfinterest more than any other in the
past. It set in motion the latent pow-

er of the Ohio working

class and
created consternation in the ranks
of the ruling class as well as professional politicians of both parties.
The central, dominating issue was
the "right-to.work" proposal pushed

into the very center of the political
arena by the Ohio Chamber of Commerce. It posed a deadly threat to
labor's gains, and the Ohio tradeunion movement responded with unprecedented vigor. It mohilized its
own great strength efiectively as an
independent fighting force; it reached
out and found powerful allies among
the Negro people, the farmers, the
churches, the middle class. Its own
dynamic aqtivity energized the
Democratic Party into a more militant stance.
The impact of this issue and the
activity it generated resulted in some
important victories. The "right-towork" issue was snowed under by
two million votes to r,16o,ooo; the

4r

Democrar Mchael V. DiSalle unseated the incumbent GOP govcr-

nor; the

"unbeatable" John W.

Bricker was defeated in the race for
the
Senate by Democrat Steph-U.S.
en M.
Young; the state legislature
was given a Democratic majority for
the first time; and three additional

Democratic Congressmen fron:r Ohio
went to_'Washington. Material gains
were achieved in the ensuing legisla-

tive struggle such as increised unemployment benefits, improved
workmen's compensation, etc.
Inspired by its achievemenrs Ohio's

labor vowed, in the words of phil
Hanna, President, Ohio AFL-CIO,
to "retain intact the political organizatiom which, in the fire and
urgency of self-preservatiop, we so
marvelously fashioned." Detailed
plans toward this end were drawn
up and finally p'resented to the State
AFL-CIO convenrion early in ryEz
tagg-ed "Blueprint for Vic[ory.,'
This ambitious plan was blocked
at the convention by an unholy alliance of forces of a reactionary, factional and anti-political nature. They
defeated the "blueprint" and ousted
its p-roponents from state leadership
(as fully described in the November
ry62 Political Affairs.) This served
to paralyze the dynamic role of
Ohio labor on the very eve of the
elections. While organized labor
endorsed DiSalle and other candidates (about 65 per cent of whorn
were elected), it did but little in the
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of

effective mass work.

Nor did DiSalle come forward

with a program that could rally the

into active struggle
for its adoption. On the contrary,
the campaign swiftly degenerated
people's forces

into the classic mud-slinging, smear,
and gutter politics so well known
and expertly practiced under the
t\r/o-party system. The capitalist
politicos were again in their element,
having successfully frustrated the
emergence of issues vital to the people.

The failure of the administration
to move resolutely to meet the rising
plague of unemployment, automation, etc., did provide much ammunition for the Republicans. The GOF
candidate, James

A.

Rhodes, came

forward with a "plan" and a promise
to provide 2oo,ooo new jobs in Ohio
by luring new industries into the
State by providing a favorable eco-

nomic, political and tax climate for
them. This standard brand of
demagogy,

in the absence of any-

thing more positive, did strike some
response in working class areas. He
at least talked about the problem.
The long overdue irnrprovements
in unemployment and workmen's
compensation laws carried out by
the Democratic administration, plus
increased taxes to provide improvements in mental care and other welfare facilities, roused the fury of the
monopolies, NAM and Chamber of
C-ommerce. They set in motion an
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oblique campaign to make the DiSalle administration and the Governor himself, the very symbol of
tax increases-than which there is
nothing more unpopular, especially
among the farmers, middle class and
small business groups.
In the face of this, and lacking
labor's driving power, DiSalle began

making overtures to the more backward, reactionary forces of the elec'
torate. He deliberately committed
an incredible crime against the Ne'
gro people by signing the papers to

exuadite Mae Mallory to North
Carolina in the Monroe "kidnap"
frameup. This created consternation
in the widest circles of people at a
time when the struggle for constitutional rights of the Negro people
has attained its highest point in history.

The reaction among the

Negro

people was widespread and devastat'
While the Mallory case had

irg.

been generally considered
issue,

a "Left"

in these circumstances it roused

the entire Negro community and far

beyond. In 1958 DiSalle received a
Negro com-3 to r majority in the
in the Priboth
196z
munity, but in
maries and final elections he was
given a smashing rebuff. The Negro
people voted solidly' not so much for
a Republican, but against DiSalle
who had betrayed their trust. His
opponent made the fullest use of this
act against the Negro people. DiSalle's only answer was to charge

Rhodes

with "injecting the racial

issue" into the campaign.

The bankruptcy of both p,olitical
machines was further exposed. The

loosening

of the coalition alliances

were reflected in divisions of a factional nature within the Democratic
Party itself. DiSalle was opposed in
a bitter campaign for the Democratic nomination in the primaries
by Mark McElroy, Ohio State At-

torney General, supported by the
Cleveland Democratic machine. DiSalle defeated McElroy by a small
margin, who then decided to make
a bid for the Cleveland mayoralty
as the candidate of the Democratic
machine.

He was opposed for the nomination by an independent Democrat,
Ralph S. Locher, born in Rumania.
Again the machine_ bosses sufiered
a shattering defeat and Locher, supported by a loose coalition of inde.
pendents, liberals, labor, Negro and
nationality forces, was nominated by
a decisive maiority.
Most significant was the vote in

the Negro wards. All the Negro
ranking politicians, with the exception of Councilman Leo ]ackson,
supported McElroy as did the leading Negro newspapers and ward
machines. Yet, Locher carried most
of the Negro wards, demonstrating
again the maturity and independence
of the Negro people. As ]ackson
put it, "This should put an end to
the crazy idea that the Negro vote
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can be locked up."
The severe reverses sufiered by
the machines and bossism further
watered down their claims as being
vehicles of popular expression. Thesi
creaking relics o{ the past, fixed in
their encrusted existence by rigid
electoral laws of Ohiq are-a hindrance to the clear-cut emergence of

the popular will.

That national issues were overshadowed is also auested to by the
re-election of Frank Lausche, a collaborator

of

Dixiecrats and master

opportunist of the worst calibre. The

Ohio representation in Congress will

now consisr of r8 Republicans and
Democrats. A member of the
Taft dynasty was added ro this combination by the election of Robert

6

T-aft as Congressman-at-large.
H.
He defeated another
name canii-

date, Democrat Richard Kennedyan out-and-out racist, disowned even

by his own p'arry.
Thus, temporarily, the f'emergence in embryo of an electoral
coalition of labor, the Negro people,
farmers, church and other gioups';
which we have envisioned has bien

frustrated. Its unity of action has
been dissipated. Bur nor for long.
The problems facing each of thes-e
components of a people's alliance are
becoming

.pressing each day

in a state -rnrore
like Ohio with its ro miilion people, a large and well organized working class centered in dozens of important industrial areas all
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over

t}e state. The

lessons

of this the army of permanently unemployed
taken is steadily growing.

election must be learned and

to heart.
while labor played a passive role
in relation to itJ potential in the 196z
elections, it did- quietly strengthen
its political organiiation in key indusirial cente; It is gathering its
strength and political experience

for

All

these factors, and more, arc

laying the foundation for the emergence of new mrass moYementsboth economic and electoral. The
limitations. imposed by existing po-

HERBERT APTHEKEN

PREVENTIVE

litical machinery are becoming more
glaring.

Consequently, one oI the iqrPo-rthe iming dattles.
The Nelro people, a natural ally, tant issues that will no douht
are looking foi new avenues of ad- emerge under the _pressure of necev
vance. Nir will the new governor's sity very soon is the radical amendappointment of a Negro to his cabi- m-ent of existing Ohio electoral laws.
nei satisfy their needi, even though This is needed to provide greater elit is a welcome step. But will he bow room for the new, broader
become merd an apologist for the forces entering uPon the struggle. GOP adminisiration, ot *ill he be- There are also new signals of
come an instrument of struggle to battle from the other side. The coradvance the welfare of the mass of porations are itching to make hay
the Negro peoplel Tokenism is no with new anti-labor laws including
the passage oJ a new "right-to"work"
longer 1...pt"b1..
fhe clasi lines are also being proposal. There are signs 4r,
rudely shaken in the white collar Briiker, smarting- under his defeat
and middle class groupings by the in 1958, wilt try for a comeback in
advance of automation-and technol- unseating the incumbent Stephen M.
ogy. Never was there such fear and Young. -And the presidential hopeuicertainty in these social forma- fuls are being,grgom.-d by the reactions. The basic trend there is not tionary crowd for the t$4 elecupward into the top ruling circles, tions. Consequentl\, ?ll complabut downward into the working class cency must be brushed aside, and
everything this implies. And the realities of struggle recognizrd.

-with

IN
IDEAS 8YOUR TIME
WAR AND MODERN WEAPONRY

This past month-from mid-October through mid-November-has been an
exhausting one for all of us. For endless moments tllbre was grave reason
to believe that few of us would survive it; ,that we did survive it and have
tous victory for the
another chance to build a world free of war is a
Marxist-Leninist policy of peaceful co-existence.
I wish in this brief essay to discuss two po,ints: r the continued co,mmitthe reasonableness of
ment on the part of the United States Government
preventive or-"preemptive" war, using atomic andl thermonuclear weapons
within-it is hoped-relatively limited areas; and z)f sornething of the actual
nature of modern weaponry and what their use wo* mean, in human terms.
a

y has refused to enter into
The Government of the United States
pons first; it has refused to
a commitment never o use atomic or nuclear
loin other natio,ns, through the UN, in adopting resolution condemning as a
criminal nation that which would first resort to I :lr use ln war.
of October-November, 1962,
One of the central aspects of the Qrban
is that once again leading persons within the ilitary-political organs of the

g of preventive war. From
U.S. Government seriously proposed the
not only been such advocacy
the days oI Truman to those of Kennedy, there
within
rin toplevel military circles
on the part of ultra-Right elements, but
:s of the Navy,
Navv. of Air,
Air. and
and within the President's Cabinet itself.
me!) and of State, serving under
of Defense (no nation has a Secretary of
various times and upon various
Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy have
himself, on at least one
occasions been guilty of this, and President
of the United States certainly
occasion, let it e known that the Govern
did not feel itself tr:iwrd, not to strike the fir blow.*
Military personalities, as one might ex
, have often expressed themselves
in similar terms; indeed, the military star of the United States is one based

iority in thermonuclear capabilities
upon the idea of seeking overwhelming
and of emphasizing the great importance with such weapons, of the "first
strike." Dependence upon such weaponry rad reached the point, under Eisenhower, where it was feared by some-as General Maxwell Taylor-that the
t Tha

recurr€ncc

of

advocacy

of

brerrentive wat'

yritet's Ametican Forcicl Polict and tbc Cold Wo

documented

m

Century,

at length drroughout the

N. Y., 1962).

present
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United States could. not fight any other kind of war; the effort under Kennedy
so far-with Taylor as his chief military adviser-has been to so increase armaments as to make possible the conducting of conventional warfare, limited
nuclear confict, or all-out thermonuclear warfare.
One of the clearest public expressions by the military of an authoritative

in thc testimony of General Power, Commander-in-Chief of thc
Comrriand, before the Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee
of the Senate Armed Forces Committee, on |anuary 29, 195.9. Upon that ocrasion, General Power-who still holds his position-testified as follows:

character came

Strategic

Air

L

You cannot sqrt a war today unless you have a capability to koock
out thc opposing s\rike force, and I would like to mention when I talked
about initiative befbre and this deterrent role, that people should understand that you musd nevcr get in the position that you cannot start a war
yoursdf. You ahrals must have the capability to strike first, because
obviously if these pc[ple thought we could never start a war, why, then
they would know thqt as long as they do not strike first, we could never
do anything about it 6o you must have a capability to strike first.

the context not only of the whole history of the
This is to be put
a statement as that of the late Secretary of Sute
Cold War years, but also
he was doubtful as to whether or not the United
Dulles to the efrect that r
War, he was certain it would emerge victorious
States could win in the
in a hot war. Or, consider is paragraph appearing in the Proceedings ol the
U.S. Naual lnstitute (ldy, 96o) from the pen of Lt.{omrnander }ohn F.
:o-Militarv Divisibn of the Ofice of Chief of Stalf
Riley-a member of the
of Naval Operations:

. . the era of peace is r more dangerous to our ultimate survival
r the problem is simple-survive and win.
home politics exert tremendous pressures.
In peace, however, world
r indeed, beset with imponderables and
The problems become
than a time of war. In
lashed by the spirit

of:

When one knows something

sm and the batde
r

awnu s(sentence in
of tne
the awful
meanrng
rnine ot

(N. Y. Times, Oct.27, ry62) in
Mr. Middleton pennod to sum up

of

ideologies.

f this thinking, he can better

unders and the

Middleion's dispatch from Washington
rt of the world crisis-a sentence
sentence which
midst
in the Pentagon: "The qualitative

and quantitative nuclear superiorir of ttie United States has reached a point
at which it may now be possi le t destroy the Soviet Union as a recognizablc
social entity while organized soci y survives, despite dreadful losses, in the
United States."
political thinking in top Administration
Max Frankel, summarizing
ieported from Washington (N. Y, Times,
circles in those terrible October
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Oct. 29, ry62): "President Kennedy and his advisors gave lons and serious
thought to ondering a surprise air attack on soviet missili bases ii cuba before
deciding. that a limited blockade could achieve their objectives." Happily, this
"prcventive" attack was rejected-Mr. Frankel says "for moral as well'as taitical
reasons"-but that this was seriously weighgd and that the decision might
have g_one thc other war (a.ss.uqe,.{or example, the ultra-Right in fulr p"*lr,
and Mxon the President with Goldwater his s€crctary of State!) brings one
within an eye's lash of cataclysmic catastrophe.
Again, the reader is reminded that ofrcial expressions of policy have favored
ppeatedly the course of "preemption"l anothir piece of ^evidence was the
Report of the House Appropriations Committee on the 196r appropriations for
the Defense Department: "we should maintain our arired ior..r io such a
way that . . . should it ever become obvious that an attack uDon ourselves or
our allies is imminent, we can launch an attack before the &n..r*. has hit
eithcr us or our allies. . . . No other form of deterrence ..n"-b. ruuy ia[J

upon."

. .Tlir pgLgf 1na. rh_ese. tactics, !as9{ as they are on the alleged military inferiority of the soviet rJnion, are fatally in error, grossly immoril, and thrlaten
humanityt survival. Ql" q"y add_thit, as to ail;gations about soviet military
inferiority-the same allegations, believed by Hitler] were fatal for him-in th!
very .week of the crisis the soviet's proLe towards Mars demonstrated its
capacity to develop a thrust of one aod i quarter million pounds, which is four
times grea_ter than anything yet develop€d by the unitei states; at the same
-timestime, the ussR has announced several
that it has achievei a successful

defense system against missile attack.

The American ruling class, through its domination of the means of education and communication,. has kept many things of vital importance fnrm the
knowledge of-the vast bulk,of
.our peo-plg; two*things in pariicular it has kepi
from them: the nature of fascism,
and the nature ;f *oi.r' weaponry. Tie
American peoplc, having experienced on their own backs neither fasciim nor
war, have had no good means of combattine this deliberare censorship.
^circles
of
. The cool advocacy of -"preventive" war;1he weighing in highest
whether or not to launch. such warl
widespread
sloganiziig, "Drop the
.the
Bomb Now"g "Invade cuiba No,w"; the 'adjusting" to tie "ine"ritabirity" of
war, _and the cry "Let's get it over with"; the rhettei hoax, and the Teller-kahn
atrociousness masquerading as "tough-mindedness" and "realism" and even
"patriotism"-xll this is possible in the united states because the American
people have no conception of ulhat modern war means-<ven war conducted
with the mild weapons of wodd war II, let alone the weapons now in

exlstence.

some indication

of what these

weapons are and

what*in human rerms-

the "preventive waffiors" are planning may be obtained in the morbidly fasci'
nating article entitled "The Civilian Mortuary Service and Thermonuclear
War,t by Drs. George Moore and Paul A. Lindquist, appearing in the official
publication, Milinry-Medicine, ldy, 196o. The authors are connected with the
Civil Defense Service.
In their article they weigh the role of mortuary service in the face of thermonuclear attackl their articlJ however, is based on the requirements that service
would face if only one twenty megaton bomb should fall upon an American
city. Blast damage, we are told, will more or less level all structures within
a iadius of twentiy'miles from ground zero. Secondary fires would ravage the
area for a radius of forty miles, and: "It is logical to assume that most combustibles as well as the dead on the surface \4,lithin a ro or rr mile rad'ius
of such a weapon burst will be either vaporized or incinerated through resultant
fire storms."
Naturally, all this reduces the work remaining for the mortuary servicel
And we read further;
Since countless

numhrs of

,bodies,

residual radiation, and lack of avail'

able-manpower might counter efiective removal of the -dead

lif

not vapor-

ized] the primary-duty of the [mortuary] teams will be identification.
The- city is lost and iehabilitation is unthinkable until residual -radio-

activity has efiaced itself and suftcient resources have been re-established.
k mai be far simpler to build new cities elsewhere and allow the dead
to sleep in their memorial. For obvious pu,blic lrealth reasons, the de'
molishid city rnust e fenced in or condoned and placed under quarantime. Contrbl of insects, rodents, and other animals in the fringe area
mav be necessary. We reiterate that there is litde need to consider largescale removal and disposal of the dead from the blast area. The problem
of the Mortuary Service in a therrnonuclear war is drastically different
from World War II where cities were rebuilt on their ruins.

Actually, however, the authors have not been discussing the-problems of
the mortuary service in ther,monuclear war; they - ha-ve teen discussing its
problems in the event tha.t a single 2o-megaton bomb should explode over one
.ity, arrd anyone who thinks thesi two things are identical is not thinking well.
B.t"ure the authors do not grasp this distinction they conclude their essay
in the best "chins-up" spirit oT tlie service: "simple logic and underslanding
can erase dangerous fatalisrn and apathy. We conclude that the Yo*u-"ry

Service is an eisential program towaid safeguarding morale and health and is
manageable even undei tlie adverse conditions of thermonuclear war."
If"one were not discussing the annihilation of scores of millions o,f me11,
be forced to laugh at this insanity. "Let the
women and children, one mi[ht
-Shaw
wrote in his better days; after a full-scale
dcad bury the deadj' Irwin

thermonuileaf war, where
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all the weapons of hell might be turned loose-

chemical and bacteriological

would be possiblc.i
.A, ,hg Pugwash -Cot!"1*9.

9f

,g1g, twenty+ix leading scientists frorn eight

nations'including the Unitcd States and the Soviet Uni-on<oncluded:

- - In thc end, orrly the absolute preventiotr of war will preserve human
life and civilization in thc {ace of chemical and bacteriological as well as
nuclear weapo,ns. No ban of a single weapon, no agreement that leaves
the general threat of war in existence, can protect mankind sufrciently.
This is the compelling reality of our timel anyone who does not understand
the annihilating potential
.of. mqdeq weaponry may scream that hc is "toughrr.rindgd," but actu_4ly he is harebrained. Knowing this, i,t is absolutely intoierable that..responsiblc people-"statesmen," God sa-ve thi mark---<an play with
ideas of "preventive" war, and can seriously contempla,te even for a momentas did the President of the United states-the deliberate unleashine of therynonuclear war. This issue transcends all others. While peace is not seclre, nothing
is rycurq with the securing of peace, everything may be won and will-be wori
-survival
Today the struggle for human
is a pricondition for and a basic component of the whole struggle for human libcration.
'-P*
(Ncr

of the prolablc efiect of thermonuclear warfare,
"Ifh"t Vinrl{-I1-Really Be Like?" in Thomas Mltioo, A.-, n;""i;br";;i'-i;
N. Y., ft.9r), pp. lO-lt. ttriJwtr-ote Uoof-diiiE ilfol'i&rog.

e5Pcn..;1gg easily aveilablc descriptioo

ccc Tom }a
Stolicr.

Peccc

Direcrions,

Ds

Saulh 0reams ol a [!oly Alliance.

Jacques Duclor
Trm, srcrr.rNrNc of last )uly was
marked by the visit of Adenauer to
Francg the parade of the French
and Germen armies at Mourmelon
before De Gaulle and the Bonn
Chancellor, and by the reception for
the two cronies at the Cathedral of

No one is more conccrned than
we cofirmunists to see the consolidation of peace between France and
Germany, and to achieve a more and

more solid'friendship betweerr the
two countries. Buq in all truth, the
policies of Adeqauer and De Gaulle
have nothing in common with reconciliation and peace-they are
policies leading to a military alliance
and to preparation for war.
If it is true that the French people
can and should approve everything
that might prevent a con"flict betwecn
France and Germany, it is equally
true that it cannot tolerate preparations for a new war to help the Bonn
revanchists triumph in t6eir expansionist aims. For that is exacdy what
is being cooked up, and this is what
emerges crystal-clear from De

Reims.

The head of the West

German

government had been received with
all the pomp and ceremony reserved
for chiefs of state; De Gaulle wanted

to

demonstrate with maximum
solcmnity his policy of establishing
an alliance with West Germany.
In wclcoming Adenaucr to Reims
the capitulation of Ger-where
many had been signed in r945-De
Gaulle wanted to emphasize, so
that there might be no shadow of a
doubq that nazism had been forgotten, along with the memory of
those who had fought and died to

destroy nazism and

to

Gaulle's public

pronouncements
throughout the visit he paid to West

Germany.

defend

At the very beginning of

Francc.

Paris axis is a voluntary expression

of a real

reconciliation between the
two peoples*a reconciliation which,
thcy say, is a guarantec of peace.

aGorkra
tobq, 1962.

flom Dl*o*atie Nowcllc,

the

game, in an address during a reception at the chateau of Bruehl,
the president of the German Federal
Republic talked about Berlin, about

There are some well-meaning people who will say that a moment
comes in the lifc of peoples when
the past must be wiped out in order
to go forward, and that the Bonn-

Oc-

5o

the tragedy of the "separation," hypocritically using the formula "selfdetermination" as he exposed the
territorial ambitions of the Bonn
govenrment. .We raise the stan&
ard" he said, "of a moral revendication, in accordancc with inalienable

DE GAULLE AND A HOLY ALLTANCE
human rights that must be reclaimed
by all who want democracy and justice."
As to De Gaulle, he was quite
clear in his exposition of his concep-

5r

of a living, strong European
cornmunity*and this means, in esserce, a single and unified Frcnchbasis

German policy."

Isn't this a clear rnessage to the
tion of a single, unified French- militarists of West Germany that if
German policy at the heart of the lliderrs plans to conquer new terr!
Europe4n community. He declared tories in the East could not be real-

solemnly that French-German rap
prochement is "one tof the most significant and starding developments

that Europe, indeed the

whole

worl4 have witnessed tfuough the
centuries. "Forr" he declared, "in
the face of Soviet ambition for conquest, France knows the immediate
danger to her own body and soul if
Germany should yield, and Germany
knows that her fate would be sealed
if France failed to support her."
Today, as at the tirne of Munich,
it is class hatred and anti*Sovietism
that is invoked to push France, into
policies that carry the gravest danger
of war-not against Bonn Germany,
to be sure, but at her instiga.tion
and in the interest of satisfying her
territorial ambitions.

Besides, it is obvious that De
Gaulle is thinking of the old dream

of German imperialism, the Drang
nacht Ostcn, when he evokes the fol-

lowing perspective: "Europe from
the moment that the ambitions for
conquest by the perimeter ideology
in the East shall have ceased lshould]
establish her equilibriumo her peace,
her development, frorn the Adantic
to the Urals, on the indispensable

ized because Gerrnany had to fight
on two fronts, they would ,be able- to
achieve their aim,in the future with
the help of the French?
. Adenauer, during the banquet that
he gave for De Gaulle, - invited
"France and Germany to unite to
constitute a dikc against cornrnunisnr," and to form, so to speakr, a
new Holy Alliance of European reaction.

Some apologists are sure to say
that when one talks of establishing
a "dike" it is only a matter of protection, not conquest, but we must
remember that the old Nazi hypoo
ricies are revived in the bchavior of
Adenauer and his cliquc-and that
their territorial ambitions are quite
precise.

On this subject, the text of the
poster that the mayor of Bonn had
plastered on the walls of his city is
extremely significant: "THREE
GERMANYSI N.EVERI"'C

-if* pdlitical languase of Bona, there is
only one poliriol Gcrmny aad that is the
Iederal Republic of Adenauer,'but
which t urpora
to reptemi ell of Germy;
m tire -mo
of Germny there arc three Getrunys, to wii
The German Federal Republic (![cst Germanv)
The Getman Democratic Reoublic (which -is
"Ccatml Germy"); ud the-tcrritorics situacd

beyood the Odcr-Neissc lioe, which constitutes,
still usiag the sme laaguage, East Gerrony.
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De Gaulle read these posters and
kept his silence-a silence that takes

on the disturbing character of approval. In quite the same way, he
maintained this attitude toward the
signboards carried by the people
who were acclaiming him: "Pome-

rania and East Prussia salute

France"; "Silesia welcomes General

De Gaulle."
Nevertheless the French chief of
state can hardly forget that he declared some years ago that he con-

sidered as definitive the present
frontier, the Oder-Neisse line. He
ccrtainly refrained from repeating
this declaration in Germany, and
thereby gave serious encouragemert
to the revanchists of Bonn.

AMONG SOLDIERS

In an interview given to the Koclnische Rundschau, the French minister of foreign affairs had, as a kind
of introduction to the presidential
visit, defined the policy of France
towards the German Federd Repub'

lic in the following way: "The Soviet danger has now replaced the
German danger."
It was such political conceptions
that led De Gaulle to concern himself with French-German military
problems. There was a time when,
on the basis of demagogic national-

ism, he opposed the European Defense Com,rnunity, but these days he
puts French maneuvering grounds
at the disposal of the Bundeswehr

and feels

officers

it is his duty to address

the

of the Hamburg Military

Academy.
Before an audience of officers who
had served in thc Wehrmacht and

in the war crimes of
the nazis, De Gaulle passed the
sponge over the horrors of Hitlerisml Oradour-sur-Glane was forgotten; the hanged men of Tulle were
participated

forgotten.

He

declared,

in fact:

"Among

as we are, there is
always-in spite of frontiers and
wounds-a great and noble common

soldiers . such

ground."

After that he spoke of

"service

under arms that elevates men . . .
and marks thern all with one selfsame stamp." In other words, if
Marshals Goering and Keitel had not
been condemned to be hanged by
the judges at Nuremberg, they would
have been included in the eulogies
to a military Grste which had done
such irreparable harm, and which
was ready to begin again if it could.
And all these flatteries were designed to prepare the ground for the
explanation of the situation as De
Gaulle saw it
-a situation characterized by a thoroughgoing change
in the historic relations between
Germany and France and between
the armies of the two countries.
De Gaulle spoke of a "colocsal
world menacer" stressing the fact that
the Atlantic Alliance, "which was
formed to contain it, was of no avail

if the French and the Germans were
not in agreement." After which,
he evoked "the solidarity of our
of the French and
the Germans "that they had never
accomplished anything great, from
either the national or international
point of view, without-in the case
of both countries-involving thc
weaponsr" saying

participation of the mrilitary."

Not a word in all this to srigmetize the crimes of nazism, not one
word to draw a lesson from the
dreadful balance-sheet of its crimes
and extortions! To such a degree

that a

new$paper

like I-a

Croix,

which had looked favorably on De
Gaulle's visit, was moved to say:
"General De Gaulle's speeches have
given aid and comfort to those who
make nazism a mere bagatelle, and
operate against those of their fellowcitizens who want to understand its
true character clearly, so that they can

prevent its recurrence forever."
De Gaulle, there can be no dotrbt,
contributed to reinforcing the convictions of those in West Germany
who believe that Hiderism lrras a
tactical error and who criticize LIit-

ler only for his failure. And

just

because these people

the

think

Fuehrer's tactical error was to fight
against the whole world at the same

tirnethat is, on two fronts-they

can only be encouraged by the

as-

kind of error will
in the pursuit of
anti-Soviet objectives that, by and

surance that this

not be repeated
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large, remain similar to Hitler's.
In this context, the importance of

the De Gaulle speech at the Military Academy is underscored when
one comes to the sentence: "France
and Germany will be able to assure
themselves the means of power in
direct proportion to the way they
pool their potentials."
It is obvious that De Gaulle is
referring to the nuclear arming of
the French army and of the Bundeswehr. What this means is that if
De Gaulle succeeds in carrying out
his plan for achieving atornic striking power, everything would be set
in motion for the Bonn government
with full French coop€rarion
-andacquire
atomic equipment for
-to
the Bundeswehr.
Even when confined to the Soviet
Union and the U.S., atomic power
is unspeakably dangerous becatse
it might detonate a world war. And
if there are some who take comfort
in the thought that the French government would never dare precipitate such an adventure, one may ask
them whether they can also feel such
confidence

in the German revanch-

ists, of whom it is well known that
they dream of achieving their plans
not by peaceful means but by aimed

confict.

De Gaulle himself, iilhis
at Ludwigsburg, to German
youth, declared at the end of new
anti-Soviet attacks: "This is the great
battle of rhe universe; the batde that
Besides,

speech
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divides the world into two camps;
thc battle that demands of people
like the Germans and the French
that they put their ideals into practice; that they support their ideals
by their policies-and if necessary,
that they defend their ideals and
make them triumph by fighting for
them."
Before this perspective of eventual
war against the'socialist world, Petain and 'Laval themselves would
have applauded and said, "That was

be led to believe that the people will
follow them*if proof to the contrary

or frvzen in Russia, the destruction
of every cannon, of cvery plane, of

is not forthcoming.

even more exalted opinion of himself

every German tank on thc broad exof Leningrad Moscow and
Sebastopol, gives France a chance to
recover and to conquer. It is a general misfortune that the Franco-

The weekly TAmoignage Chit4tien
jusdy rernarks: "West Germany, of
all the European states, is thc only
one that has not achieved stability.
There is Berlin and its wall. There
is the division of Germany into two

parts. There' is the refusal, pro-

claimed again and again by Bonn, to
recognize the frontier with Poland;
there are those naaps distributed by
the Federal Republic on which one

oar policy; it puts France in the
service of the fanatically anti-Soviet finds the ancient lines of greater
militarist revanchists of West Ger- Germany and where one observes as
many.t'

UNITED ARMIES

In establishing "organic cooperation" between the French Army and
the Bundeswehr, De Gaulle has
given his blessing to those who
waved before him banners p,roclaiming "the Oder-Neisse will never be
the frontier of Germanyr" and "the
future of Berlin is the future of
Germany and of all Europe."
What is clearly indicated here is
that France rnust be ready to fight
for Germany. As the radical daily
La Depeche says: "De Gaulle believes himsel{ authorized-for he is
completely convinced that from now
on he can get away with anything
risk our {uture. Do the French
-to
people feel themselves committed!"
This is in fact the question, and
De Gaulle, as well as Adenauer, will
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to Gerrnany has without doubt contributed to giving De Gaulle an

objectives the lands occupied by the

East. Let everyone know: we are
not the allies of an 'aggressive' Germany that plans to reconquer, if not
'lebensraumr' at least those territories

that we now recognize as being
Polish."

In the same spirit, the English
paper Doily Express notesz "Dr.
Adenauer seeks to build a military
power to be directed against Russia.

. . . What p{ace does Great Britain
in this new German-French

occupy

friendshipl The answer is simple:
None. For we do not desire to participate in any German war for the
reconquest of territory lost to the
East."

It

is precisely this alliance with an
aggressive and revanchist Germany
that De Gaulle has put forward, an
alliance whose consequences can be
all the more serious because his visit

as

a

historic personality and
maker of policy.

a

The applause he received, the farteries of Adenauer and his followers most certainly reinforced in the
General-President the feeling that he
is the Charlemagne of the zoth cen-

tury, a new emperor of the West,
with the historic mission of uniting
France and Germany. It was undoubtedly in the interests of showing how specially qualiEed he was
to accomplish this task that he spoke
of his distant German ancestry.

De Gaulle wants a French-German
alliance with powerful arms so that
this alliance may play a dominanr

role in the Atlantic coalition-and
naturally he counts on being the
first in command of this alliance.
But the German imperialists know
only too well that this alliance loins
together tvro countries, one of which,
their own, is far more powerful economically than the other.
Anti-Sovietism made the traitor
Laval say on June 22, rg4zi "I want
Germany to win the war because,
without her, Bolshevism will spring
up everywhere tomorrow." De
Gaulle speaks a language today that
is inspired by the same sort of conception. He has completely forgotten what he said on the London
radio, the zoth of ]une, r94z: "The
death of every German soldier killed

panse

Russian Alliance of so many centuries has been betrayed by intriguc
and misunderstanding. Nonetheless,
it remains imperative that it be re-

constituted

at every sharp turn of

history."

It

is, however, important to

re-

member that the men around Ade-

nauer do not speak

for all of

Ger-

many, that there is also the German
Democratic Republic, which fights
for peace, accepts the present German frontiers and condemns any reminder of Nazism.
A French government truly mindful of the interests of France and
of peace would not be content with

having diplomatic relations with

Bonn alone; it would establish relations with the German Democratic
Republic, too; it would take a stand
for a settlement of the problem of
West Berlin by approving its establishment as a Free City, and instcad
of encouraging neo-nazi propaganda
in Bonn Germany, it would support the partisans of peace, the enemies of nazism, in West Germany.
Only thus can a trus reconciliation corne about bctrveen the peoples of France and Germany, only
thus can peace be safeguarded.

ON THE CHINESEINDTAN FIGHTING

0n the Cfti]Es{ffim Border tighting
A

"Pravda" Editorial
As we went to press, hopes for an early cessation of the border fighting
between Chinese and Indian forces had just materialized. On November 5, t962, Praada, the organ of ,the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
published the editorial that follows on this subiect; we know this will bc
of great interest to our reader*The Editor.

Ir

plans of socialist construction. The
desire for war is alien to the very
nature of a socialist state.
Military comrplications can only

rs Nor the first week that armed

in numerous casualties are occurring on the IndoChinese border. The ferocity of the
clashes and the political tension are
mounting instead of diminishing.
This seriously worries international public opinion and all those
who stand for peace and progress.
The Soviet people, the peoples of
socialist countries, are deeply concerned over the develop,ments.
The point is that these are clashes
between two great countries, one of
which is a socialist state, and the
other, a great force in a large group
of young sovereign states actively
participating in the struggle against
colonialism, for peace and internaclashes resulting

tional security. More, the conflict has

worsen the position

of the

Indian

people too. The continuation of the
confict exhausts the economic resources of India, limited as they are,
sidetracks the Indian people from
solving the tasks of social and cultural regeneration of the counuy that

confront them, of carrying to the
end the anti-feudal, anti-imperialist
revolution. Facts show that it is those
circles in India which strive to suppress the progressive democratic
forces of the country, to push India
from the position of ,ro**ligrr*.ot
into the arms of aggressive military
blocs, that want to use, for their own
purposes,

arisen between neighbor countries
which in the past maintained traditional friendly relations.
Can the Peoples Rep,ublic of China
or the Republic of India be interested in the development of the
armed conflict? By no means. The
Chinese people are dedicating their
efforts to constructive labor, working with enthusiasm at realizing

the

atmosphere

of

war

hysteria.
Expansion of the scale of hostilities

on the IndoChinese border

can

profit only the imperialist camp, the
forces of world reaction which never
miss a chance to set friendly peoples
at loggerheads, to sow dissention in
the ranks of fighters for peace, demrocracy and progress, to contrapose
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the socialist counEies to young sov-

ereign states which have achieved
national independence.
The imperialist circles are trying
to utilize the present conflict for their
own incendiary purposes. The main
participants in the aggressive military blocs of the W'estern powers
would like to make some pickings
out of the hostilities on the Indo"
Chinese border.

The imperialists plainly strive to
set two great Asian nations at loggerheads. Persistently they are trying
to butt into the confict. With stub-

of a better cause
they are adding oil to the fire, are
insistently offering arms and assistance to one of the sides, expecting
tius to increase the scale of the
bornness worthy

clash.

It is not accidental that on the part
of the ruling circles of the United
States and other Western po,wers
one does not hear appeals for a ceasefire on the Indo-Chinese order.

Such intrigues of the imperialist
camp are all the more dangerous in
that they are taking place in the conditions of continuing attemprs of the
forces of war to keep up international tension caused by the provocative actions of the militaristic quarters of the United States in the
Caribbean area.

The present international situation makes imperative the consolidation of all peace-loving forces in
order to wage a joint struggle for
ensuring international security.
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As to the Soviet government, frorn
the very beginning of the confict on
the Indo-Chinese border it has urged
a negotiated solution of the dispute.
The Peoples Republic of China
is a state whose relations with the
Soviet Union are fraternal and based
on the common fundamental aims of

building socialism and communism.
With India the Soviet Union is
bound by good friendly relations
which we prize highly.
The Soviet people cannot remain
indifferent, as they see the blood of
our brothers and friends fowing, the
blood of the Chinese and the Indian
peoples.

Therefore, the Soviet people feel
that nothing should be done to aggravate the present situation. But it
is necessary to cease fire, and, without setting any conditions, sit down
at the round table of negotiations.
The threat of expansion of the
Indo-Chinese confict, and the dangerous plans which the Western
militaristic forces are hatching in
this connection, evoke legitimate
anxiety of the peoples which are

India's and China's neighbors.
D."ply concerned are all the states
which, together with representatives of India and China, took part

in the Bandung Conference and
signed the historical declaration on
peaceful coexistence which made a
major contribution to the cause
of world peace.
Public opinion in these countries,

with good reason, points out that the
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present confict harms both sides
participating in it and harrns all
peaceJoving peoples, and insistently suggests that it be settled peacefully.
For instancq a letter addressed
by the Central Federation of Indonesian Trade Unions to the Governments of India and the People's
Republic of China, says that IndG.
nesian workers, like the people and
workers of India and of People's
China, do not want war between
two Asian countries which support
the ten Bandung principles. Neither

side

will gain from differences

among Asian and African countries.
These difierences can profit only the
imperialists.

"W'e who are friends both of

India and China," declares the

Cambodian newspaper Depeche du
Camboi, "believe that at all costs it

is

essential

to avoid the

use of

force."

The Cairo Al Gumhwria writes:
"The serious events occurring on

the Chinese-Indian border 6ll with
bitterness the hearts of all Asian
and African peoples. Appeals to end
hostilities were addressed to the participants in the conflict by many
outstanding political leaders of Afro-

Asian countries."

It is perfectly obvious

that the
longer the conflict lasts, the more
casualties there will be, the more
obstacles to a peaceful solution will
accumulate on each side. If fire continues, the confict will extend and

deepen, an ever greater part will be
played, not eo much by questions
of disputed territories, as by con-

siderations of prestige.

The continuation of the conflict
would lead to more extensive mo.
bilization of manpower and material
resources on both sides, which
could lead to a prolonged bloody
war. This would bring tremendous
calamities on the peoples of both
states, and would rnost adversely
affect the international situation.
There is a way out of the present
situation. The long experience accumulated by the history of international relations shows that to end a
conflict it is necessary to start with
the main thing, to cease fire, to overcome the war hysteria. The bloodshed cannot be allowed to continue.
The Soviet people are of the firm
opinion: In the present situation the
thing to do is to cease fire and start
negotiations on a peaceful setdement of the conflict. They sincerely
want representatives of India

and

China to sit down at the conference
table as quickly as possible. It is
necessafy to patiently analyze the
questions at issue, display a spirit
of understanding and cooperation,
to make an effort to find a mutu-

ally

acceptable

solution. Such a
in the interests

decision would be

of the

Chinese and Indian peoples,

would serve the cause of preserving
and strengthening peace in Asia and
the world over.

Book Revieu,
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY AND THE COLD WAR
Jack Stachel
Recent events around Cuba have demonstrated

with more than ordinary

vividness, to the world's people and not least the people of the United Statei
that so long as the Cold War and the armaments race continue the danger oI
nuclear war remains and intensifies. These events also have demonstrated that
ordinary people in all walks of life must concern themselves with questions ol
foreign policy, and take a hand in determiriing our country's foreign affairs.
The people must, by their organized efforts, press for the abandonment of the

Cold War and preparations for war, and for a policy of peaceful co,edistence
and the setdement of differences through negotiations.
No reader of. Political Afiairs needs to be told of the role that people play
in shaping events although it is always good for all of us to be remindeil of this
truth-a truth today rnore potent than ever. Readers of this magazine also
know from their own experiences that it is not beyond the capacity of the
working class and its alliei to master the "intricacies" of foreign- polity. And
they need hardly 'be told that Herbert'Aptheker, a leading Marxist and out-

standing scholar and historian-who has earned a splendid reputation for
original writing and thinking in a number of fields-is also an outstanding
authority on international questions. It will therefore come as welcome news
to all readers of Political Afrairs that Aptheker's American Foreign Policy and
the Cold llar has been published (New Century Publishers, N. Y, 416 ppu
$+.2).
-It
is not possible, within the limits of a review, to convey the richness in
content and the great value of this book to all fighters for peace and social
progress. In its more than four hundred pages, divided into twenty-eight
chapters, practically every important issue that has arisen since the beginning of

the Cold War-including all the urgent issues of today-are considered.
But the book is not -only an intirpretation of events by a qualified student
of international affairs from a Marxist point of view. In its pages, in chapter
after chapter, we are made acquainted with the views of others, some outright
foes of peace, some groprng for answers.and faltering because of dangerous or
erroneous assumptions, and others, though themselves not Marxists, yet because
of fundamental honesty and a basic recognition of reality, providing strong

affirmation

of the position of

Aptheker and

of the

Communist movement

generally.

In this connection, by a pure coincidence, as I write these lines, I observe
also the remarkable letter published in the N. Y, Times, November t4, t962,
by ]udge Henry W. Edgerton of the Court of Appeds for the District of
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Columbia. This letter, bearing in mind its author, indicates that there is a
growing awarenes$ in very wide circles in our country of the need for a change
in our foreign policy. It also a6rms the realistic basis for the optimistic outlook
that infuses Aptheker's book, despite the grave dangers to world peace which
that book documents. ludge Edgerton wrote, in part:
Many people think events have justified President Kennedy's toughness

9. The Truth About the Korean War
ro. Korea and Liberalism
II. The Nazis Come Back
t2. The German Question
r3. What Happened in Hungary
14. France and Algeria

"Russian roulette" and escapes death that proves that his act was reasonable. . . . By word and died the President has repeatedly emphasized
negotiation, and we have negotiated but too often from an inflexible
position and against a background of bombs. Unless the President has
reconsidered, he would start a nuclear war rather than agree to unwelcome
changes in the status of West Bedin. . . . Many would have gone faster
towards nuclear war than the President did. These men make their voices
heard. We who want peace must make our voices heard.

table of contents:
Preface

Penr ONB: Ruer,rrrrs or Tooey's Wonr"o
r. Disarmament and the Reign of Violence
z. Foreign Policy and Peace
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3. The Summit Smash-Up
4. Who Wants Disarmament?
5, Imperialism and he Bomb
6. The United States and Colonialism
7. The President's Professor and Morality
8. Senator Fulbright's Vision
Penr Two: THa Rr,er.rrrrs TBSTED: Annrs or Cnrsrs

in the Cuban crisis. This is a little like thinking that if a man plays

It is most heartening to have from a Federal fudge the excellent advicel
"Wc uho uat t ?eace must tnofte oar loices heord." Aptheker's book is, as he
says, "written in the heat of the moment and as an act of afErmation." His
is not only partisanship, but active participation in the struggle and in helping
to shape events, to bring about change. This is what makes his book so
valuable and unique. It is in the best tradition of all those who have set themselves the task not only to "interpre history, but to make it." Because of this,
Aptheker need have no doubt, when, as he observes in his preface, "it is hoped
that with the heat there is also so.me light."
American Foreign Policy and the Cold War was indeed written in the heat
of the battle. Its twenty-eight chapters were written in and cover a period from
the onset of the Cold War to the middle of ry62. But the value of the book,
having been written basically over a period of oonsiderable time, and 'nin the
heat of the moment" loses nothing in its freshness and in its continuity. On
the con rary, some of the questions dealt with here have an increased urgency
and validity; moreover, that these essays were written at the time of the events
discussed, and still retain clarity and validity and the power to illuminate,
serves further to vindicate the superiority of the Marxist form of analysis. The
excellent quality of the book no doubt springs from the fact that the editing
and the structuring make of it a whole and give it unity; in the main, however, this is due to Aptheker's mastery of the Marxist outlook.
In order to convey the full scope of the book, we present here its actual
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Fleming on the Cold War

ustice Douglas"'Manifesto"

As may be seen at a glance, every major issue and event of the Cold Warand every issue that persists today{uba, West Berlin, South Vietnam, atomic
testing, disarmament, etcris dealt with in this book. But the listing of the
subjects cannot convey of course the marshalling of facts, the powerful polemics,
the prodigious- reading, the clear reasoning, ttrc profound humanism and, yes,
the passion-the heat and the light-which permeate this most valuable contribution to the needs of our time.
we shall limit ourselves to a-num,ber of quotations which we hope will give
the reader some indication of what a tr."suri this work holds for him. In-the
first chapter great attention is devoted to establish the root causes of both
the Cold War and the drive towards war in general. Here Aptheker not only
provides us with facts and with analysis, but a*lso with confirmation, out of the
mouths of the dominant monopoly circles and their apologists, as to what is the

ruth. It is on the basis of this material that

in

these words:

he summirizes the roor

causes
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Thus, despite the enormous and insisteat propaganda here to the efiect
that the Soviet Union threatens war and aggression it is a fact that leading
figures repeatedly have admitted to their confidants under private circrunstances, that this was not true. . In our modern era, the great
central cause of war-that cause without which the effea would not
appear-has been imperialism. I have referred to monopoly capitalism's

to dominant financial and industrial monopolies. This is
in comprehending the modern drive to war.
Throughout the book, in one form or another, the reader will find materiat
that substantiates this basic truth. Forrestal, Bedell Smith, General Grunther,
power, and

decisive

and others of that stature, admit repeatedly that the Soviet Union is not planning
war and that its military sfiength is directed towards defense and not towards
aggression. And towards the close of his book, Aptheker deals with the twovolume study of Thc Cold War and Ix Origins, by Professor D. F. Fleming.
Professor Fleming is not a Marxist, and he does not deal with the class structure
of our society so that he does not really expose the root causes of warl in a way'
however this makes all the more significant Fleming's conclusion that it is not
the Soviet Union which is respo,nsible for the Cold \Mar. Fleming also rejects
any effort to assess "equal blame" upon "both sides"l Aptheker summarizes
his conclusions, based upon exhaustive research, in these words:

FIe states and proves, using throughout official sourcee-sources absolutely untainted with any hint of Soviet sympathy-that no conclusion is
possible for any reasonable human being but that one side-the side of
the West-has been the generator of hostility, the source of aggressiveness,
the locus of the war threat, and that the other side--the side of the Easthas been the source of eflorts at agreement, the fount of new initiatives
towards peaceful solutions, the center of opposition to war.

Throughout Aptheker's book, there is the optimistic outlook that general
war can be averted but only through struggle. He writes: "Cold War can becomc

hot anr through accident; but iold tult carrrtot become pcaceful co'cxistcncc
through accidenr,"
Among the many great lessons brought forward in this book from experiences
that led [o the Second World War and the present Cold War period, two
must be mentioned. They are the interrelationship between the struggle for
peace and the struggle for democracy, and the mortal danger to both flowing
from anti-Communism, On this, for example, Aptheker writes at one point:
Anti-Communism was the rationale of fascism; pursucd as a policy
of State it can result only in the fiercest reaction at home and war abroadthat is, it can result onlj in fearful national catastrophe. This was proven
to be true in the r93o's, when the forces of Socialisrn, national liberation
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and antifascism were not nearly as strong as today; certainly in the r9r6o's,
such a policy can result oaly ia utter and swift catasmophe.

There is really an enabarrassment of riches in this volumel but there are
two more quotations that I simply cannot refrain from sharing now with the
reader. The first quotation is from the chapter dealing with the U-z incident
in 196o, under President Eisenhower; the other from a chapter dealing with the
Cuban fiasco of r95r, under President Kenaedy. They are both profound,
and particularly relevant to the present. The first reads:
The bourgeois system of law developed in large part out of the struggle
against feudalism. In that progressive eflort many humanistic elements
became part of that theory of law, and mass democratic efforts conducted
since the appearance of capitalism also furthered the po,tency of such
elements. But with the maturing of capitalism, it has found incrcasingly
obstructive the forms and ideas and traditions developed in its youth;
not least among thesc obstructive forces-as Engels pointed out some
eighty years ago-are the traditions of objectivity and righteousness in
the law. Indeed, the whole concept of "rule by law" becomes more and

more distressing to capialism as it ecomes more and more monopolist
and imperialistic. Internally, the ultimate manifestation of this process is
fascism; its domestic program of unbridled reaction made it the enemy
of all "legality"+ven the system developed by the young bourgeoisie.
And its foreign program of aggression made it contemptuous of international law-made oudawg in fact, of the fascist powers.

While these tendencies came to full fruition under certain specific conditions--as, for example, in Germany-and while their triumph is by no means
inevitable they can only be blocked by the democratic struggle of the people.
As was already stated, the struggle for peace and democracy-the struggle to
maintain our Bill of Rights and the reign of law in international afiairs-are
all interlinked. This struggle caonot be successful unless the people, irrespective
of their political opinions, do not allow anti-Clornmunism to poison and to
divide the adherents of peace and democracy.
The second quotation deals with the real reasons for the failure of the
ClA-backed invasion of Cuba in April, 196r. Aptheker writes:

The CIA failures lately, however, are not due to fastidious restraints
resulting from noble traditions; they occur, rather, because the relationship
of forces in the world today has shifted decisively away from the classes
seeking to achieve CIA purposes. "Pleasant little wars" such as those
against Mexico where one-third its territory became "oursr" or against
Spain where Puerto Rico, Cu,ba, Guam, and the Philippines became
"ours," are rro longer so'"pleasant" and no longer have such delightful
resultsl "lovely little excursions" such as those indulged in during the
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Boxer Rebellion in China in r9oo, or in Vera Cruz in r9r+. seem
altoeether out of the question in ihis New Era. So swift are the changes
rro*] th"t even the oritthto* of democratic-oriented go-vernments in Iran

and

in

Guatemala-which occurred only yesterday by the calendar-seem

part of a lost cpoch, like the bicycle-built-for-two.

Herbert Aptheker, as a Marxist, as o,ne dedicated to Socialism and confident
of its triumph the world over-including_ ogr own country-writes as. one who
applies in his daily work the analysis of the basic elements of our Nbw Era
the conclusions that flow from such an analysis. These views are to be
"^nh in many documents of the world Marxist movement, including the Com'
seen
the Resolution of its rTth Con'
munisr Party of the United States, especially-in
-by
spokesman,.Gus Hall-the
its
leading
writings
in
subrsequent
vention,
"rrd is his End thc Cold War, published in |une, of this year. Some
latest oi which
of the more recent discussions of these positions, with variations in their inter'

pretation and understanding-which have taken on greater importance in conirection with events in CuEa and the unfortunate military struggle involving
rwo great Asian nations--are not clearly brought forward in this volumel
perhalpr as a new edition is quickly required, this may aPp€ar, possibly in an
enlarged preface.

Alth.L.r clearly sets forth a basic element_in_his-p":ig.g.t in the closing
fines Lf his book, deafing with the recent work by ]usticl William O. Douglas,
Democracy's Manifesto :
But the main feature of |ustice Douglas' Manilesto is not its poorly

informed polemic against Marxisml the main ffature is its _passionate denunciatiori of dominant American foreign policy since World War II,
and its demand that that policy be dtered to one seeking political setdement with the Socialist world.
tustice Dougas, book is a call for the termination of international
t.rrriorr, 1hrougi the adoption of a mutually acceptable s-ettlement that
posits itself uion the necessity for peaceful coexistence of the capialist

ind

socialist iysrems. |ustice- Douglas believes that

in

the- competition

.nr,rirrg in a peaceful world after suih settlement, a mor€ or
capitaiism

less

modified

will triumph; this au]hor believes that under such circum-

will-triumph. In any case, given peaceful co+xistence,
survive and will then work out its future in accordance
with reality and with its own needs and desires.

sta'nces, socialism

mankind will

For the American people as a whole, and perhapa partirularly for the young€r
oeneration amons themio whom the Korean War is almost as remote as th€

War-this book is quite indispen_sablet Arylbo?.Forei-gn
iLi;ry *a the Cold War represents a triumph of Marxist scholarship and a
*"gnifi..tt tool for those who seek tobuild a world at peace.
Spanish-Americai
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"Every major issue and event of the Cold War-and every issue that
persists today-Cuba, West Berlin, South Vietnam, atomic testing, disir-"rn.rrt, etc.-is dealt with in this book. But the mere listing of subiects
cannot convey the marshalling of facts the powerful polemics, the prodigious reading, the clear reasoning, the. profound humanism and, yes, the
passion-the heat and the light-which permeate this most valuable contribution to the needs of our time. . . . American Foreign Policy and the
Cold War represents a triumph of Marxist scholarship and a magnificent
tool for those who seek to build a world at peace."-fack Stachel, in
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lN PRACTICE

By Scou Nranrxc
scott Nearing is.uniquely equipped for the writing of this book. As economist and sociolbgist, he his-ivritten scor€s of f,ooks, and taught and
lectured i, every part.of the u.s.A. and abroad. As a world travEfler, he
has visited Europe and Asra numerorls times since his first trip in r9rr. He
has been seven rimes to the USSR, and in 1957-58, visited bhina io, th"
second time. He spent the winter of ry6o-6i'ii cuba and Central and
South Africa, and in the.spring of ry6i he travelled extersivclv through
the East European.socialisi de;ocr".Ie,
Bulgaria, Czechoslo'vakia, tf,e
- Rum"ania,German Democratic Republic, FJungary,
poland ancl yugoslavia. It is on this last tiip that ihe
study
is
based.
fr.i.rrt

,

within the twelve chapters of this book, Dr. Nearing has concentrated
a wealth of mature observation buttressed by many decldes of experience
and training as an economist and professional sociologist. But rr'his appr.ach in this report on conditions in East Europe is siientific and factual,
it is, as the a.thor frankly states, "neither oilective nor neutral. A;

socialists, we have a deep concern that the tr"nrition from capitalism to
socialism be made speedily, with a minimum of losses and a'maximurn
gf gains to the largest possihle number of the world's peopre. Insofar as

East Europeans have turned their backs on feudariimiapitalism an.d
turned their faces toward socialism-communism *. .o--.rrd them for
the wisdom of their choice, rejoice with them in their many spectacular
achievements a.nd wish them- well as they travel the long peril-beset
road that lies ahead."

Such chapters as "socialist Political Patterns," 'The Revolution in Education," "The Cultural Revoluticn in East Europer" and ,'Bala'ce Sheet
of Twenty Years," are supplemented by a chapter'devoted to answering.,
popular questions and clarifying widely'held misconceptions about sociall "
ism, and a final chapter giving the author's conclusions about ..The
Socialist Road

Ahead."
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